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Executive Summary 
This report describes the extent of injury crashes involving bicycle riders and car doors (“car 
dooring”) in inner Melbourne, reviews the evidence from Australia and elsewhere on 
interventions that seek to reduce the frequency of dooring crashes and documents a pilot 
intervention activity undertaken to raise awareness of the issue. 

Extent of car dooring 

The best available data on the extent of car dooring crashes is provided by police-reported 
crash data: 

· There were 494 injuries to road users due to car dooring crashes between 2006 
and 2010, of which 433 (88%) were to cyclists.  These cyclist injuries represented 
19.4% of all cycling injuries reported to police, constituting the most common crash 
type. 

· Of these 433 injuries, 111 (26%) resulted in the rider being admitted to hospital.  
These 111 hospital admissions represent 16% of all police-reported hospital 
admissions by cyclists in inner Melbourne over the five year period, and is the most 
common crash type leading to hospitalisation. 

· 75% of car dooring collisions occurred when the driver door was opened into the 
path of an oncoming cyclist. 

· Car dooring crashes are clustered along a relatively small number of streets; 30% 
of all crashes occurred on four streets (St Kilda Road, Collins Street, Chapel Street 
and Elizabeth Street) and the most common ten streets represent 47% of all 
dooring crashes involving cyclists. 

· Females represent 37% of dooring casualties, compared with 32% of all cycling 
injuries.  Young adults aged 18 to 29 constitute 43% of dooring casualties but 36% 
of other cycling injuries. 

· The number of car dooring crashes reported to police has increased markedly; 
between 2006 and 2008 an average of 63 crashes were reported to police, but 
jumped to 129 in 2009 and 117 in 2010. 

· Car dooring related crashes occur across the days of week in a similar pattern to all 
cycling crashes, but tend not to be as common during AM peak periods (8 – 9 am). 

Legislation and enforcement 

All Australian states and territories have regulations that place the onus on the motor 
vehicle occupant to ensure their vehicle door does not present a hazard to other road users.  
Most other Western countries have similar legislation.  The maximum penalty varies widely 
– from $366 in Victoria to over $2000 in NSW and Queensland.  In practice, the penalty 
imposed tends to be significantly lower and is usually handled through a traffic infringement 
notice ($122 in Victoria).  The extent of enforcement is unknown. 
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Driver training 

The Victorian learner driver handbook (“Road to Solo Driving”) and general driver handbook 
(“Driving in Victoria: Rights and Responsibilities”) both make reference to the legal 
obligation of motor vehicle occupants and provide advice to check for bicycle riders, 
motorcyclists and other road users before opening doors.  This advice is similar to that 
provided internationally. 

Countermeasures 

There is very limited evidence on the efficacy of countermeasures to reduce car dooring, 
and few countermeasures which have been developed to target car dooring crashes 
specifically.  Most education and communication campaigns where car dooring is a 
component, such as “share the road” style campaigns, are probably ineffective as they 
often run in isolation of other interventions (such as enforcement) and fail to be immediate 
to the behaviour (i.e. car door opening) and intimate (i.e. a direct, personal communication).  
Furthermore, there is a wealth of evidence from the road safety literature that campaigns 
which solely provide information, tips or facts are ineffective. 

The absence of evidence or experience of implementing a car dooring intervention makes it 
difficult to identify a set of countermeasures which we can confidently predict will be 
effective.  However, the following general principles would be supported by wider road 
safety practices as having the greatest likelihood of being effective: 

· Interventions should encompass at least two of engineering (infrastructure), 
legislation and enforcement, cyclist and driver training and behaviour change 
programs. 

· Infrastructure measures should seek to reduce the exposure of cyclists to car 
doors, by one or more of: 

o Repositioning bicycle lanes to the kerbside away from the driver-side of 
parked cars (i.e. “Copenhagen” lanes) 

o Removal of some car parking and extension of parking periods (where 
practicable, to reduce parking turnover and the number of door opening 
events) 

o Encourage cyclists to ride away from the dooring zone through the use of 
painted buffers, shared lane markings and traffic calming that encourages 
lane sharing 

o Ensure the road space is most effectively utilised by marking parking bays 
that are no wider than absolutely necessary in order to encourage parking 
discipline as close to the kerb as possible 

· Any legislative changes should be supported by visible enforcement and education, 
and be practical for police to enforce as required 

· Education campaigns should be focussed on individual marketing towards drivers 
and cyclists in the areas with the highest rates of dooring crashes, and to those 
drivers who open their doors most often (namely, couriers and taxi drivers). 
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Intervention 

A face-to-face survey activity was undertaken at three sites in inner Melbourne with high 
frequencies of car dooring crashes (Brunswick Street in Fitzroy, St Kilda Road at Southbank 
and Chapel Street in South Yarra).  This survey activity had the objectives of (a) obtaining 
attitudinal and travel data which may provide insight into further actions, and (b) raise 
awareness among the community of the issue.  The face-to-face method was chosen as it 
provides the opportunity to be both immediate and intimate.  

The survey resulted in 219 interviews across the three sites, of which 92 were with cyclists 
and 29 with car drivers (the remainder being public transport users or pedestrians).  The 
key quantitative findings from the survey were as follows (noting the small sample size of 
drivers): 

· Very few motorists reported any dooring incidents over the previous year (10%), 
compared with 20% of riders who reported having a collision with an open door and 
a further 61% having to swerve to avoid a door over the period.  Only 20% of cyclist 
reported no incidents over the year. 

· There was a high level of self-reported awareness of the issue; 86% of drivers 
indicated they look before opening their door, of which 60% check their side mirror 
and 40% look over their shoulder.  Among cyclists, riding farther from parked cars 
was the most commonly cited mitigation and 85% of riders said they try and ride at 
least 1 m from parked cars. 

· 77% of motorists and 60% of riders were aware that motor vehicle occupants have 
the legal responsibility to ensure their door does not present a hazard to road users. 

· Very few individuals knew the maximum penalty that applies; only one of 29 drivers 
correctly stated the maximum penalty, although a slightly higher proportion (13%) of 
riders knew the penalty. 

· Just over half of drivers (55%) felt the maximum penalty was about right and 21% 
felt it was too low.  Just over half of riders (53%) felt the maximum penalty was too 
low and a further 42% felt it was about right. 

It is difficult to draw conclusions with regard to the effectiveness of the survey in 
encouraging behaviours that will reduce the likelihood of car dooring.  There was a high 
level of interviewer-assessed understanding and empathy among both drivers and cyclists 
towards the subject.  Whether this assessment is correct, and whether this understanding 
and empathy translates into modified behaviours, cannot be determined.   

Should the survey method be used as an intervention in future greater emphasis is 
recommended on the behaviour change component.  Furthermore, interviewing those who 
may have ridden or driven into the area at any time in the past week or month will increase 
the achievement rate and a discussion around media reporting of the issue may further 
assist a dialogue between the interviewer and respondent. 
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1 Introduction 
CDM Research was commissioned by Road Safety Action Group Inner Melbourne 
(RSAGIM) to assist with the development of the Door Knock campaign.  The Door Knock 
campaign has the objective of raising awareness among both cyclists and motorists of the 
risks of cyclists colliding with parked car doors (hereafter referred to as “car dooring”), and 
of altering behaviours of both groups to reduce the risks of car dooring.   

The issue of cyclists colliding with car doors has gained prominence with the death and 
subsequent coroner’s report (Coroners Court of Victoria 2012) of a cyclist on Glenferrie 
Road in Hawthorn in 2010.  This was the first death of a cyclist attributable to a car door in 
Victoria in many years.  However, there have been 1,111 police-reported collisions of 
cyclists with car doors between 2000 and 2010 in Victoria, and the absolute number of car 
dooring injuries has been increasing.  Furthermore, it is known that the majority of minor 
injury collisions between cyclists and motorists on roads are unreported – so the total 
number of injuries will be much greater. 

1.1 Car dooring zone 
The “zone” within which a car door projects when fully open extends to around 1.0 m from 
the outer edge of a vehicle for typical 4-door cars and up to 1.3 m for 2-door cars (Figure 
1.1).  Most guidance for cyclists recommends that they ride at least 1 m away from the side 
of parked cars.  To avoid colliding with a door the centreline of the rider will need to ride 
around 1.3 m away from the outer edge of 4-door cars in order to avoid the handlebars, 
pedals or body from hitting a fully open door (which will protrude 0.3 – 0.4 m either side of 
the centreline). 
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n Figure 1.1: Typical car door opening distances1 

 
 

1.2 Road rules 
The Victorian Road Rules establish the legal requirements of all road users.  Road Rule 
269 Opening doors and getting out of a vehicle etc. section (3) states: 

A person must not cause a hazard to any person or vehicle by opening a door of a 
vehicle, leaving a door of a vehicle open, or getting off, or out of, a vehicle. 

(Road Safety Road Rules 2009, RR 269(3) 

This rule establishes unequivocally that it is the responsibility of the motor vehicle occupant 
to ensure their door does not present a hazard to other road users.  The penalty for this 
infringement is three penalty units, which currently equates to a fine of $366 (2011/12).  The 
Road Safety (General) Regulations 2009 allow a traffic infringement notice to be issued in 
lieu of the penalty (which would be imposed by a court, and represents the maximum 
penalty that could be issued).  The traffic infringement notice equates to one penalty point 
(a fine of $122) and would be the usual fine applied for this offence. 

 

 

                                                      
1 Based on a fully open door position; it is likely drivers will not always fully open their door. 
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1.3 Objectives 
This document focuses on the three objectives of the study: 

· to identify the extent of car dooring injuries to cyclists, and the context in which 
these crashes are occurring,  

· to identify what practices are in use elsewhere in Australia and internationally to 
reduce the risk of car dooring, and 

· to trial an on-street intervention with motorists and cyclists to obtain further insights 
into the issue and trial an intervention to improve awareness. 
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2 Crash Analysis 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the extent and nature of car dooring crashes.  The analysis is based 
on the CrashStats database of road crashes in Victoria.  This dataset is managed by 
VicRoads and is based on Police-reported crashes on public roads.  This dataset is 
comprehensive for fatal injury crashes, but will very significantly underreports non-fatal 
injuries.  For example, Meuleners et al (2007) found that police attended only 24% of cyclist 
crashes involving emergency department presentations in Western Australia and only 22% 
of hospital admissions of cyclists in New Zealand were identifiable in the police crash 
database (Langley et al 2003)2.  Similar underreporting is present in Victoria; between 2004 
and 2008 there were 2,181 fatal and serious cyclist injuries reported to police compared 
with 12,765 emergency department presentations and 3,937 hospital admissions (Boufous 
et al. 2010).  Furthermore, injuries incurred away from public roads (such as on shared 
paths) will not be reported in the CrashStats database.  While limited, this dataset does 
nonetheless provide the most comprehensive information available on the location and 
context in which these crashes occur (including individual demographics, time of day and 
day of week and the manoeuvres being undertaken at the time of the collision). 

Much of the analysis contained in this section is based on the inner four municipalities of 
Melbourne (Melbourne, Stonnington, Port Phillip and Yarra), which together form RSAGIM 
area3.  For convenience, this area is referred to as Inner Melbourne in the following 
analysis. 

Crash frequency and risk 

The analysis in this section considers only the number of Police-reported crashes and injuries 
involving cyclists.  No consideration is given to the number of cycling trips being made, the distance 
or time ridden by bicycle (i.e. the exposure).  Cycling has undoubtedly become more popular in 
inner Melbourne in recent years, which has certainly contributed to the increase in cycling injuries 
recorded over that time.  What is not known is whether crashes or exposure have been growing 
most rapidly – in other words, how the risk has changed. 

It is possible that while the number of injuries has increased the risk has reduced; in other words, 
the risk of incurring an injury per trip, kilometre or hour cycled has decreased.  There is a direct 
causal link between reduced risk and increasing cycling travel in situations where measures are 
taken which both encourage cycling and improve safety.  Such measures include providing 
cycleways from motor traffic.  In addition, it is often argued that more cycling in itself can 
contribute to greater safety, by increasing the awareness of motorists of cyclists – this is referred to 

                                                      
2 Emergency department presentations and hospital admissions are different measures; the former will most likely 
not involve an admission for minor injuries.  Only the more severe cases, or those requiring surveillance, will be 
admitted to hospital. 
3 The online VicRoads CrashStats tool allocates crashes on municipal boundaries to both adjoining LGAs.  Here 
we have used the LGA variable within the CrashStats dataset for the allocation, so the number of crashes within 
the inner four municipalities is slightly lower than reported online.  For example, the online tool reports 9,079 
crashes over the five years, compared to 8,746 here. 
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as “safety in numbers” (see for example Jacobsen 2003).  There is some evidence to suggest these 
effects may be occurring in parts of Melbourne, for example along St Kilda Road.  However, the 
available data on cycling exposure (i.e. number of trips, their distance and time) is very limited.  As 
such, it is difficult to determine how strong such an effect may be in Victoria.   

There are numerous issues to consider in the definition, collection and interpretation of exposure 
data (see for example Wundersitz and Hutchinson 2008).  These issues can lead to misleading 
conclusions.  Some of the complications are: 

· Comparisons across modes will be influenced by the exposure measure used if speeds 
differ between modes.  For example, cycling and walking are more unsafe relative to 
driving if distance rather than time or trips is used as the exposure measure (because 
cycling and walking trips are typically slower). 

· Time-based exposure measures can lead to perverse consequences.  For example, they 
would imply that driving faster would reduce risk, which runs contrary to the well-known 
relationship between speed and crash risk. 

· Trip substitution effects are important.  For example, it may be inferred that driving is safer 
than walking or riding to school (which it is, on a per kilometre travelled basis).  However, 
there is a tendency for car journeys to school to be longer than walking or cycling.  If a 
student were to change from walking 500 m to a school to driving (say) 5 km to school 
their overall risk may have increased even though the risk per distance (or time) has 
decreased. 

· Even if detailed exposure measures were available, they would unlikely be available by 
road type, traffic flow, speed and time of day.  There is a risk that confounding variables 
will lead to misleading conclusions.  For example, we may find that elderly drivers have a 
greater crash risk based on distance travelled. However, these individuals also tend to 
travel less overall (which is known to influence crash risk) and to travel only shorter 
distances per trip (which tend to have higher risks per distance than longer trips). 

· In road safety we talk of the need to reduce injury burden – that is, to reduce the absolute 
road toll, not reduce the risk of driving.  Exposure is not relevant under such an objective. 

In considering car dooring crashes a comprehensive exposure measure will be a composite of 
cycling travel (trips, distance or time) and of car dooring events.  The latter will be a function of the 
number of parking turnover events on streets, as we would expect that every parking event will 
involve at least two door opening events (i.e. a driver leaving and entering their vehicle).  There 
would also need to be a time of day factor – for example, on a street most cycling trips may occur in 
the AM and PM peak period but the greatest parking turnover may occur during the middle of the 
day. 

The absence of data on exposure, combined with the Vision Zero objective of ensuring no harm is 
incurred by any road user (a frequency measure unrelated to exposure) mean that only counts of 
crashes and injuries are considered in this report. 
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2.2 What is the prevalence of car dooring crashes? 
In the five years from 2006 to 2010 there were 8,746 police-reported crashes in inner 
Melbourne.  Of these, 460 (5.3%) involved collisions with parked car doors.  In 424 (92% of 
all car door crashes) cases a cyclist was involved4.  Over the same period there were 2,180 
crashes of all types involving cyclists, so car dooring crashes represent around 19.4% of all 
cyclist crashes.  Of these 424 crashes involving a cyclist colliding with an opening car door, 
56 (13.2%) involved a taxi (almost all of the remainder involved private cars). 

Car dooring crashes contributed to 9.0% of all severity cyclist injuries5 in the five years from 
2006 to 2010 across Victoria, but were responsible for 19.4% of injuries in inner Melbourne 
(Figure 2.1)6.  In absolute terms, there were 616 reported injuries to cyclists due to car 
dooring crashes over the period across Victoria, of which 433 (70.2%) occurred in inner 
Melbourne7. 

n Figure 2.1: Proportion of cyclist injuries (2006-2010) by accident classification (code in brackets is 
DCA code) 

 

A total of 494 individuals were injured as a result of car dooring collisions in inner 
Melbourne over the five year period.  The majority (433 individuals, 88% of all injured 
individuals) were cyclists, followed by drivers (32 individuals, 7% of all injured individuals) 

                                                      
4 In most of the remainder (24 cases) a motorcyclist was involved. 
5 From this point on this discussion we talk of injuries, rather than crashes.  In many traffic related crashes there 
will be more than one person involved, and potentially more than one person will be injured.  As such, injury counts 
are higher than crash counts. 
6 The proportion of fatal and serious injuries to cyclists due to car dooring was slightly lower; dooring crashes 
contributed to 7.3% of all cyclist fatal and serious injuries across Victoria and 15.9% in inner Melbourne. 
7 There were a further three cyclists who were classified as receiving no injuries, so are removed from this 
analysis. 
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and motorcyclists (24 individuals, 5% of all injured individuals).  For the remainder of this 
section only those injuries occurring to cyclists are considered. 

2.3 Which vehicle door presents the hazard? 
Manual inspection and classification of the detailed crash records found, as would be 
expected, that the majority (65%) of crashes occurred when a drivers’ door opened into the 
path of an oncoming cyclist (Figure 2.2).  A further 16% of crashes involved the front 
passenger side door, 5% the rear passenger side door and 4% an unspecified passenger 
side door.  These passenger side crashes occurred when the offending vehicle was either 
double parked, or more commonly, when stationary in traffic (particularly in the vicinity of 
traffic signals). 

n Figure 2.2: Door with which collision occurred (inner Melbourne, 2006 - 2010) 

 

In 94% of crashes the only vehicles involved were the motor vehicle and cyclist.  In the 
remainder the cyclist either swerved into another vehicle in order to avoid the door or more 
commonly, hit the door then struck another vehicle.  In most cases this other vehicle was 
stationary (often parked).   

2.4 Where are car dooring collisions occurring? 
Most car dooring collisions occurred in inner Melbourne; and of these the largest proportion 
occurred in the City of Melbourne (222 injuries, or 36% of all Victorian cyclist car dooring 
injuries).  The ten municipalities where most car dooring crashes occurred, all of which are 
in inner or middle metropolitan Melbourne, represented 90.9% (560) of all Victorian car 
dooring injuries (Figure 2.3). 
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n Figure 2.3: Cyclist injuries due to car dooring crashes by municipality (2006-2010) 

 

The location of car dooring crashes in inner Melbourne is shown in Figure 2.4 for serious 
injury crashes and Figure 2.5 for other (minor) injury crashes.  By far the most frequent 
location for car dooring crashes is St Kilda Road (66 crashes, of which 18 involved serious 
injuries), followed by Collins Street, Chapel Street and Elizabeth Street (Figure 2.6).  These 
four streets represent 30% of all car dooring crashes over the five year period, and the top 
ten streets represent just under half (47%) of all car dooring crashes.  In terms of injury 
severity it is pertinent to note that: 

· There are clusters of serious injury crashes along Grattan Street, Johnston Street, 
Latrobe Street, St Kilda Road and Toorak Road. 

· The main locations of other injury crashes are along St Kilda Road, Chapel Street, 
Swanston Street, Elizabeth Street (City), Smith Street, Brunswick Street (near 
Johnston Street) and along Collins Street from Spring Street to Elizabeth Street. 

· While there is a correlation between serious and other injury crashes, a number of 
sites have predominantly one severity type.  For example, Grattan Street and 
Latrobe Street have mainly serious injury crashes while Chapel Street, Swanston 
Street and Elizabeth Street (City) have mainly other injury crashes. 

Crash locations in the inner city areas by severity are provided in Appendix A. 
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n Figure 2.4: Location of serious injury car dooring crashes in inner Melbourne 2006 - 2010 
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n Figure 2.5: Location of other injury car dooring crashes in inner Melbourne 2006 - 2010 
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n Figure 2.6: Cyclist injuries by street and injury severity (inner Melbourne only, 2006 - 2010) 

 

2.5 What is the injury severity? 
74% of cyclist injuries resulting from collisions with car doors in inner Melbourne resulted in 
only minor injury, compared with 67% of all recorded cyclist injuries (Figure 2.7).  Minor 
injuries will typically consist of soreness, bruising or minor cuts.  They may involve a 
hospital emergency department presentation (but not admission to hospital).  Serious 
injuries are classified as those where the victim is admitted to hospital, and may extend 
from short term observation and discharge through to life threatening injuries that do not 
result in death within 30 days.  Overall, those crash types which result in the highest risk of 
serious injury are right through, cross traffic and out of control crashes.  Over the five year 
period there were 111 serious cyclist injuries resulting from car dooring collisions, 
representing 16% of all serious injuries over the period.  Only right through crashes (107 
serious injuries) represented a similar injury burden, with other accident classifications 
having 70 or fewer serious injuries. 
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n Figure 2.7: Cyclist injuries by accident classification and injury severity (inner Melbourne only, 
2006–2010) 

 

The likelihood of suffering a more severe injury following a car dooring collision is greater 
on roads with 60 km/h speed limits (Figure 2.8).  On 40 km/h roads 22% of car dooring 
collisions involving cyclists result in a serious injury, compared with 32% on 60 km/h roads.  
The total number of injuries incurred on different road types will be a function of traffic and 
cyclist volumes, the extent of these roads and the risk these roads present to riders; the 
larger number of injuries on the higher speed roads will be due in part to the fact that most 
roads in inner Melbourne are 50 km/h or 60 km/h (and most trips occur on these roads). 

n Figure 2.8: Cyclist injuries by severity and speed limit (inner Melbourne only, 2006 - 2010) 
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2.6 Who is injured? 
While females represent 32% of all cyclist injuries in inner Melbourne, they make up 37% of 
all car dooring injuries (Figure 2.9). 

n Figure 2.9: Cyclist injuries by injury severity and gender (inner Melbourne only, 2006 – 2010) 

 

In comparison to all other cyclist injury crash modes, more car dooring victims are young 
adults aged 18 to 29 (43% of car dooring injuries compared with 36% of other cyclist 
injuries) (Figure 2.10). 

n Figure 2.10: Age distribution of cyclist injuries by type (inner Melbourne only, 2006 - 2010) 

 

One hypothesis is that less experienced and confident road riders are disproportionately 
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dooring crash involvement.  Another is that this demographic may be more risk adverse and 
so tend track to the left (towards parked cars) as a strategy to avoid moving vehicles. 

2.7 How has the injury burden changed? 
The total burden of injuries due to cycling has doubled in inner Melbourne since 2000 
(Figure 2.11).  The proportion of these injuries attributable to car dooring collisions has 
varied from 15% (2008) to 25% (2009), and has been a somewhat larger proportion of 
injuries in 2009 and 2010 than previous years.  This growth in cycling injuries has occurred 
at a time of significant growth in cycling travel; for example, cycling journeys to work across 
Melbourne increased by 42% between 2001 and 2006 and by 71% to destinations in inner 
Melbourne (ABS census). 

n Figure 2.11: Change in proportion of cyclist injuries attributable to car dooring (inner Melbourne) 

 

Note: Non-fatal injury data from 2006 onwards is not directly comparable to years prior to 2006 due to 
a change in the data collection process. 

The number of cyclist injuries from car dooring crashes averaged around 63 per year over 
the three years from 2006 to 2008 (Figure 2.12).  In 2009 the number of injuries jumped to 
129, and was 117 in 2010.  The growth in cyclist injuries has occurred across all four inner 
Melbourne municipalities, but particularly in the City of Yarra where the number of injuries in 
the past two years has almost trebled over the 2006 – 2008 period. 
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n Figure 2.12: Cyclist injuries attributable to car dooring by municipality 

 

2.8 When are the crashes occurring? 
There is not a great deal of difference for when car dooring crashes occur by day of week 
compared with all cyclist injury crashes (Figure 2.13).  However, car dooring crashes are 
much more evenly spread out across the day than all cyclist injury crashes and only around 
9% occur between 8 and 9 am, compared with 16% of other cycling injuries (Figure 2.14).  
At least in part, this could be explained by the presence of parking clearways on a number 
of streets which have high numbers of car dooring crashes during AM peak periods.  It is 
also likely that parking activity is greater during the day and into the early evening (when 
shops are open), so increasing the exposure to dooring during those periods. 
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n Figure 2.13: Proportion of cyclist injuries by day of week (inner Melbourne, 2006 - 2010) 

 

n Figure 2.14: Proportion of cyclist injuries by time of day (inner Melbourne, 2006 - 2010) 

 

A slightly larger proportion of cyclist injuries as a result of car dooring occurred during 
daylight (79%) than for all cyclist injuries (75%) (Figure 2.15). 
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n Figure 2.15: Cyclist injuries by light condition (inner Melbourne only, 2006 – 2010) 

 

Note: light conditions were unknown for 52 cases. 

Almost all car dooring injuries (97%) occurred when the road surface was dry, compared 
with 93% of all cyclist injuries (Figure 2.16).  A similar situation emerges from the reported 
atmospheric conditions (Figure 2.17). 

n Figure 2.16: Cyclist injuries by road surface conditions (inner Melbourne only, 2006 - 2010) 

 

Note: road surface conditions were unknown for 340 cases. 
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n Figure 2.17: Cyclist injuries by atmospheric conditions (inner Melbourne only, 2006 - 2010) 

 

Note: road surface conditions were unknown for 215 cases. 

2.9 How many crashes result in infringement notices being issued? 
The road rules are unambiguous that a motor vehicle occupant is responsible for ensuring 
their vehicle door does not present a hazard to other road users.  The detailed crash 
records occasionally refer to the issue of an infringement notice to the culpable party, but 
this is not a definitive record (it is possible, and indeed likely, that an infringement notice will 
be issued but not recorded on the crash record).   

The Department of Justice retains information on penalty notices being issued for various 
offences.  The publically available data suggests that in 1999/2000 77 notices were issued 
for offences against rule 269(3), increasing to 93 in 2005/2006 and 187 in 2010/2011.  Over 
the same periods there were 81, 94 and 81 car dooring crashes recorded in CrashStats.  
However, direct comparisons are not possible between these datasets as the road rule 
applies to a broad range of situations beyond dooring crashes involving cyclists.  These 
include situations where a driver or passenger opens a door and: 

· damages the side of a vehicle parked adjacent, 

· impacts with a vehicle travelling along the road, 

· causes an impact with a vehicle or pedestrian on a footpath, 

· causes a vehicle to swerve but does not lead to collision or injury, 

· leaves a door open while removing items from the car and a pedestrian walks into 
the door or a vehicle collides with the door (including a rear door or boot on a truck, 
ute or hatchback), 

· leaves a vehicle and in so doing collides with a pedestrian or causes a vehicle to 
swerve to avoid collision, or 

· when mounting or dismounting a motorcycle impacts a vehicle or pedestrian. 
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Given the wide range of situations where this rule applies, no inferences can be drawn 
about the proportion of car dooring collisions with cyclists which result in the issue of an 
infringement notice. 
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3 Literature review 
A review of what data exists on the prevalence of car dooring, and campaigns and 
education activities undertaken elsewhere in Australia and overseas, is presented in this 
section.  This review involved searches of the relevant technical journals, contacts with 
bicycle professionals in Europe and North America and general web searches. 

3.1 Prevalence of car dooring 
Published data on the prevalence of car dooring collisions internationally is limited, and 
comparisons are complicated by different classifications and reporting mechanisms used in 
each jurisdiction.  However, what is known is presented in Table 3.1.  The prevelance will 
differ depending on the scope of the analysis.  For example, in Sweden 6% of all hospital 
presentations of cyclists involve collisions with parked car doors (Thulin and Niska 2009).  
However, 72% of hospital presentations of cyclists involve single cyclist crashes.  If these 
are excluded, and so too are the 8% of crashes that involve multiple cyclists (and no motor 
vehicle) then the proportion attributable to car dooring increases to 38%.  This proportion is 
higher than the comparable figure from inner Melbourne of 19.4% (Section 2.2). 

n Table 3.1: Prevalence of car dooring injuries among cyclists 

Location Year % of cyclist injuries Notes Reference 

Queensland 2006 - 2009 1.9% Police reported data (all 
severities). 

Qld TMR 

NSW 2006 - 2010 5.8% Police reported data.  One car 
dooring fatality recorded (in 
2006). 

NSW RMS 

Toronto 
(Canada) 

1997 - 1998 11.9% of all crashes 

(77% occurred on 
driver side, 23% on 
passenger side) 

Injury severity slightly greater 
than all cyclist injury crashes. 

Crashes were concentrated in 
inner city. 

3% of all bicycle-motorist 
crashes involved a taxi, but 7% 
of car dooring crashes. 

City of Toronto 
(2003) 

UK 1990 - 1999 2.2% Fatal and serious injury severity 
only 

Stone and 
Broughton 
(2003) 

USA 2010 0.2% Fatalities only NHTSA FARS8 

USA 1970s 2.6% of all bicycle-
vehicle crashes 

0.8% of all cyclist 

Significant variation across 
areas (e.g. Washington DC 
6.4%) 

Cross (1977) 

                                                      
8 http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/ 
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Location Year % of cyclist injuries Notes Reference 

crashes Very few young cyclists 

Boston (USA) 1980s 5.3%  Plotkin and 
Komornick 
(1984) 

Boston (USA) 2001 16% Bicycle couriers in inner city Dennerlein and 
Meeker (2002) 

Santa Barbara 
(USA) 

1995 16%  Pein (1996) 

New York City 
(USA) 

1996 - 2005 3.4% of all fatal cyclist 
crashes 

In 6 of the 7 fatalities the cyclist 
died after falling or evading the 
door and being struck by 
another vehicle. 

Nicaj et al 
(2006) 

Sweden 2003 - 2006 6.% of cyclist hospital 
admissions 

38% of all cyclist 
hospital admissions 
where there was a 
collision with a car 

 Thulin and Niska 
(2009) 

Germany 1994 46% of all crashes with 
vehicles 

 ADFC (2010) 

 

It is interesting to note that even within Australia there is very wide variation in the car 
dooring prevalence – in Queensland 1.9% of cyclist injuries are attributed to car dooring, or 
less than a quarter of the prevalence in Victoria.  Where the car driver is primarily at fault 
the fifth most frequent violation in Queensland is opening car doors (5.9% of crashes with 
cyclists where the driver is at fault) (Schramm et al 2010). 

Having noted the difficulty in comparing these datasets, it would appear that the proportion 
of cyclist crashes attributable to car dooring is very geography dependent (i.e. whether the 
data corresponds to a country, city or region with a city).  This seems reasonable, given the 
higher demand for on-street parking in inner city areas, greater parking turnover and greater 
cycling levels – and is strongly supported by the Victorian data. 

3.2 Legislation and enforcement 
The presence of a clause within the road rules requiring vehicle occupants to ensure their 
door does not present a hazard to traffic is widespread.  For example: 

Germany: 

 14 Duty of care in alighting and boarding (a vehicle) 
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(1) Whoever alights from or boards a vehicle must behave in such a way as to 
prevent endangering another road user. 

(2) If the driver leaves their vehicle they must take those steps necessary to avoid 
an accident, or obstruct traffic. 

(Highway Code Sect. I, Part 14) 

Spain: 

It is prohibited to open the doors of the vehicle before it has come to a complete 
stop, and without having previously ascertained that opening the door will not 
endanger or obstruct other road users, especially cyclists. 

(Law on Traffic, Motor Vehicle Traffic and Road Safety Section X Chapter III art. 45) 

Netherlands: 

It is an offence for any road user to act in such manner as to cause a hazard (or a 
potential hazard) on the public highway or to obstruct other road users in any way. 

(Netherlands Road Traffic Act 1994 (WVW 1994) Sect. 1.1 art. 5) 

In some countries the requirement goes further, for example in Italy there is also a 
requirement that the door not remain opened for any longer than required: 

The opening of car doors and the boarding and alighting of passengers has to be done 
in a way that prevents danger and unnecessary nuisance, for no longer than strictly 
required. 

(Italian Road Traffic Code Art. 157, 190) 

In Portugal it is illegal to exit the vehicle onto the road unless you are the driver: 

Vehicle occupants must leave the right or left side of the vehicle depending on whether 
it is parked on the right or the left of the road.  Drivers are exempt from this rule where 
the steering wheel is located on the opposite site from the kerb. 

(Road Rules Art. 54 Transport of persons) 

The penalties for infringement are not dissimilar to Victoria; in Italy the fine is 150€ ($190) 
and in Spain the fine will vary from 92€ to 301€ ($117 to $381) depending on the extent of 
any aggravating or mitigating circumstances and whether there are any prior infractions.  In 
Spain the penalty is further complicated by the opportunity to undertake remedial road 
safety education, which would reduce the fine by 30% (TIS 2003).  In Denmark the penalty 
is 1,000 DKK ($170) but where there are aggravating circumstances the fine can be linked 
to personal income, such that a wealthier individual would pay significantly more.  We can 
find no evidence on the effectiveness of either the specific wording or interpretation of the 
road rules, nor of the level of the penalty on reducing car dooring risks. 
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In other Australian states and territories the maximum penalty varies widely: 

· NSW: 20 penalty points, equating to a maximum fine of $2,200 

· ACT: 20 penalty units, equating to $2,200 or a traffic infringement penalty of $102 

· Queensland: 20 penalty units, equating to a maximum fine of $2,000 

· Western Australia: 1 penalty unit, equating to a maximum fine of $100 

· Tasmania: 5 penalty units, equating to a maximum fine of $650 

· South Australia: fine of $155 (penalty points/units are not used in South Australia) 

· Northern Territory: traffic infringement notice $40 

It should be noted that this penalty represents the maximum court imposed penalty, and not 
the fine resulting from a traffic infringement notice (which is the most common way in which 
this offence is handled in Australia), which will be significantly lower (usually equivalent to 
one penalty unit). 

3.3 Countermeasures 
The types of countermeasures which may be considered are classified here into 
infrastructure treatments which seek to physically protect cyclists or encourage riding away 
from the dooring zone, and non-infrastructure measures such as training, education and 
awareness campaigns. 

3.3.1 Infrastructure treatments 
The most obvious, and clearly the most effective, infrastructure treatment is to either 
remove on-street parking or remove bicycles from within the vicinity of car doors.  The latter 
may be achieved, at least in part, by reorienting the road space to place the bicycle lane 
between the footpath and parking.  This approach is widely used in Denmark.  The 
alternative of removing car parking is likely to lead to community and retailer objections; 
partial removal supported by evidence on the use of existing parking and the benefits of 
removal would be required.  In this section we consider more nuanced options which may 
contribute to a reduced dooring risk. 

Turnover reduction 

A vehicle parked on the kerbside only presents a car dooring risk when an occupant enters 
or leaves that vehicle.  If the number of events – that is, the number of times a door is 
opened, can be reduced then the risk of conflict would also be reduced.  One means by 
which this could be achieved is through relaxing parking time period restrictions.  An 
obvious example would be Chapel Street in South Yarra.  A 1-hour parking restriction 
applies along this street from 9 am to 6 pm.  This restriction would generate at least 18 door 
opening events on a typical day per parking bay (assuming only the driver is present, they 
only open the door to leave and enter their vehicle, they stay their maximum allotted period 
of 1 hour and there is no unoccupied time).  The period of time in which the door is open is 
likely to be low – probably less than 10 seconds.  While the probability of a cyclist 
encountering an opening car door on any one vehicle is low, the cumulative risk is 
significant.  For example, on Chapel Street from Toorak Road to Malvern Road (a distance 
of around 830 m) there are approximately 85 car parking bays.  With the assumptions 
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described above there would be a total of 170 opening events per hour, or 2.8 opening 
events per minute.  This will present a significant risk.   

By reducing vehicle turnover, the risk will decrease proportionally.  This may be achieved 
through longer time period parking restrictions, but will likely be affected by the destinations 
that the parking serves.  For example, a retail precinct with service outlets such as 
supermarkets, milk bars or newsagents will probably generate far more parking turnover 
events than clothing stores.  Furthermore, we would expect residential precinct turnover to 
be lower still.  It is noted that there would be other impacts of changing parking restrictions, 
such as increasing the parking occupancy rate – which would have implications on parking 
availability. 

By reducing the number of door opening events we will reduce the dooring risk presented 
by each individual vehicle, which will accumulate across the many vehicles parked on a 
road segment. 

Door design 

The design of the typical car door contributes significantly to the risk given that they hinge 
outwards and forward, so presenting a non-compliant object with which to collide.  Hinging 
doors rearward would mean a cyclist colliding with a door would tend to close that door, 
reducing the deceleration (although quite likely still destabilising the cyclist).  Alternatively, 
sliding doors eliminate door encroachment into the travel lane (but still present a risk of 
collision with the occupant when they leave the vehicle).  The new standard taxi design for 
New York City will feature sliding doors for passengers, which was a choice in part 
motivated by reducing risks to cyclists9.  This is one measure likely to have some material 
impact in a city such as New York, where taxis represent a large proportion of all traffic (in 
Manhattan) and are in almost constant use (compared to private cars which will be 
stationary most of the day).  However, sliding doors may have negative consequences for 
vehicle occupant safety; current swinging doors provide a visual cue to motorists and 
cyclists of the likely presence of a vehicle occupant. 

Alternative approaches, utilising on-board vehicle sensors may help to alert motorists to the 
presence of cyclists10.  However, such systems are unlikely to be fault tolerant (i.e. if they 
miss a cyclist no warning will sound) and in busy urban streets may be subject to high false 
positives (i.e. falsely trigger when no cyclist is present).  They would also be subject to risk 
compensation effects, whereby motorists would become reliant on such a device rather 
than scanning for cyclists themselves. 

Encouraging cyclists to avoid the door zone 

Cycling within a distance of around 1 m from kerbside parking places a cyclist at risk should 
a car door open.  Riding farther out in the carriageway will reduce this risk, but will be 

                                                      
9 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/04/nyregion/nissan-minivan-chosen-as-new-york-citys-next-taxi.html 
10 One example is a prototype that senses the presence of an object and prevents, or limits, the opening of the 
door: http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16895-intelligent-car-door-clams-up-when-dangers-about.html 
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uncomfortable for less confident cyclists, and may induce aggressive behaviours from some 
motorists.   

The presence of bicycle lanes running adjacent to kerbside parking will tend to legitimise, or 
at least encourage, riding within the door zone if the lane is narrow, or a shared bicycle-
parking lane is used.  The evidence on lateral cyclist tracking before and after the 
introduction of bicycle lanes is sparse.  Van Houten and Seiderman (2005) found in a 
before and after evaluation in Boston that an edge line marking the kerbside edge of the 
travel lane, edge line with bicycle symbols and a full bicycle lane all had the effect of 
encouraging cyclists to ride farther away from parked cars (Figure 3.1).  A similar result was 
found in a cross sectional study by Duthie et al (2010), who reported that a 1.2 m bicycle 
lane adjacent to parking increased the average lateral position by 0.06 m, and a 1.8 m 
bicycle lane by 0.24 m.  However, there is a risk of interpreting changes in average lateral 
distances as implying a commensurate reduction in car dooring risk.  This is not necessarily 
the case; it is possible for the average lateral clearance to increase but for the proportion of 
cyclists riding within the dooring zone to remain the same (or even increase).  This can 
occur where a small proportion of cyclists give a lot more clearance, but most do not alter 
their position.  As such, what is most relevant is the proportion of cyclists riding within the 
dooring zone (however defined) before and after the treatment (and not the average lateral 
clearance).  There is much less evidence on how effective bicycle lanes are on this 
measure on effectiveness. 

n Figure 3.1: Line configurations trialled by van Houten and Seiderman (2005) that all encouraged 
cyclists to ride farther from parked cars (in comparison to the baseline condition) 

(a) Baseline            
   

 

(b) Edge line 
 

 

(c) Edge line with 
     bicycle symbols 

 

(d) Full bicycle lane 
 

 
 

While there is a reasonable volume of data on the safety impacts of on-road bicycle lanes, 
there is less information on the impacts they have on car dooring crashes.  Coates (1999) 
described the introduction of conventional on-road bicycle lanes in Oxford (UK), which 
resulted in a reduction in car dooring crashes from nine in the pre-treatment period to three 
afterwards. 

Several line marking measures have been proposed or trialled to encourage cyclists not to 
ride too close to car doors: 

· Install painted buffers between parking and the bicycle lane (Figure 3.2).  This 
design does not appear in the latest release of the Austroads guides. 

· Install parking Ts or crosses, as has been trialled in San Francisco (Figure 3.4)b)). 
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Where there is sufficient carriageway width available, Victorian practice is usually to provide 
additional lateral clearance between the general purpose traffic lane and bicycle lane, rather 
than between the bicycle lane and parking lane (as has been done, for example, on 
Queensberry Street in the city).  The rationale for this is typically the perceived safety 
benefit to less confident cyclists, for whom moving vehicles present the greatest perceived 
risk.   

n Figure 3.2: Buffered bicycle lane between parking and bicycle lane (Figure 4-6, Austroads, 1999) 

 

There are very few examples of a buffered bicycle lane between parking and the bicycle 
lane being used in Australia11.  They have been used in limited circumstances in the USA, 
including in Portland where a study found the proportion of cyclists concerned about being 
struck by an open car door was 95% in conventional bicycle lanes and 36% on a buffered 
lane (Monsere 2011).  The lane in Portland consisted of a 1.8 m bicycle lane with a 0.6 m 
buffer on both sides (i.e. towards the kerbside parking and the traffic lane).  The design is 
also part of the NACTO bikeways design guidance in the USA (Figure 3.3). 

n Figure 3.3: Design example of parking side buffer (NACTO 2011) 

 

                                                      
11 Examples being Raglan Street in Preston and, most recently, Pigdon Street in Carlton. 
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In San Francisco, the use of an inverted T marking in bicycle lanes has been trialled (Figure 
3.4(b)) as has other types of markings (Figure 3.4(c)) to encourage cyclists to ride farther 
away from parked vehicles.  The road authority reported an increase in average distance 
ridden from the kerb from 10.3 ft (3.1 m) to 10.9 ft (3.3 m), with 24% riding in the door zone 
before and 10% after at one site, and at another site from 10 ft (3.0 m) to 10.4 ft (3.2 m) and 
a reduction in riding in the door zone from 41% to 30% (Goebel 2011). 

n Figure 3.4: Painted markings to define dooring zone 

(a) Buffered bicycle lane (Raglan Street, Preston) 

 

(b) Inverted T marking in San Francisco (photo: 
SFMTA) 

 
(c) Cross-hatch markings in San Francisco (photo: 
Bryan Goebel, sf.streetsblog.org) 

 

 

 

Another approach, rather than encouraging cyclists to ride away from the dooring zone, is 
to increase awareness of motorists of the presence of cyclists, and in so doing (hopefully) 
increase the likelihood they will look for cyclists before opening a door.  Coloured surface 
treatments at mid-blocks are widely used in the Netherlands (Figure 3.5) in part because of 
this issue (although also as a general means of improving cyclist conspicuity, subjective 
safety and route legibility). 
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n Figure 3.5: Coloured surface treatments on bicycle lanes at mid-block locations 

(a) Two-way road with tram tracks, bicycle lanes 
and kerbside parking (Amsterdam) 

 

n (b) Contraflow bicycle lane on one-way local 
street with kerbside parking (Amsterdam) 

 
 

There is a risk with introducing mid-block treatments that encourage cyclists to track closer 
to parked cars that a greater proportion of cyclists will tend to travel in the dooring zone.  
However, on many of the streets in Melbourne where car dooring is most prevalent the 
carriageway is very confined thanks to the presence of both parked cars and trams running 
down the centre lanes.  As a result, the cyclist is confined within an area with significant 
hazards on either side (car doors on the left and tram tracks on the right).  Typical 
geometries for these types of roads are shown in Figure 3.6, which shows a cyclist tracking 
close to the yellow tram lane marking roughly halfway between the parked cars and outer 
tram track (a distance of 2.3 m).  When a tram is present the cyclist would be physically 
restricted to the space between the parking and tram lane marking, so placing the cyclist 
within the dooring zone (assuming such an area extends to about 1 m).  The probable result 
is that cyclists will not markedly change their lateral position with or without dedicated 
provision along these types of routes, although we note this has not been tested.   
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n Figure 3.6: Typical clearances on Chapel Street 

 

Another variable, and one which will strongly influence crash severity, is cyclist speed.  
Cyclists riding downhill are likely to have a higher speed, so have less time to react, be less 
likely to be observed by a motorist about to open a door, and will almost certainly have 
more severe injury outcomes.  This has become an issue in Europe, where the increasingly 
common use of electric assisted bicycles, which may allow for faster cycling than 
unpowered bicycles and which will be more attractive to the elderly (who are in turn more 
vulnerable in a collision).  It has been argued that motorists may fail to correctly judge 
elderly cyclists speed when on powered assisted bicycles, so leading to poor judgments 
when opening doors (DEKTRA 2010)12. 

Kerbside bicycle lanes 

Kerbside bicycle lanes, or “Copenhagen” lanes, are an approach to improve perceptions of 
safety for cyclists by physically separating the bicycle lanes at mid-block locations.  In such 
designs kerbside parking and the bicycle lane swap positions, such that the bicycle lane 
runs between the kerb and a floating parking lane, which separates bicycles from the 
moving traffic lane.  These designs may have some form of physical separation between 
the bicycle lane and parking lane.  This design is widely used in Denmark (Figure 3.7), and 
has been introduced in Melbourne (Figure 3.8).    

                                                      
12 Two European road safety research firms (DEKTRA and AXA Winterthur) conducted trials with electric bicycle 
collisions into car doors: http://youtu.be/LB813UR5zhw.  
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n Figure 3.7: Kerbside bicycle lanes in Copenhagen 

  

  
 

Kerbside bicycle lanes will significantly reduce the risk of car dooring, either because of the 
presence of a buffer or island between passenger doors and the bicycle lane or because of 
the absence of vehicle passengers.  Two thirds of vehicle trips in Victoria involve only the 
driver (Department of Transport 2007); for these trips it is unlikely a passenger door will be 
opened while parking, so very significantly reducing the risk of conflict with car doors.  
Indeed, in Danish practice it is unusual to incorporate a buffer between the passenger doors 
and bicycle lane (although bicycle lanes are at least 2 m wide in such circumstances, and 
often around 2.5 m wide). 

The Coronial inquest into the death of James Cross (Coroners’ Court of Victoria 2012) 
noted the potential for this type of treatment to reduce car dooring related crashes.  
VicRoads is currently developing a series of Cycle Notes (information bulletins on design 
standards for cycling infrastructure) on the applicability and design of this type of treatment 
in Victoria13. 

 

 

                                                      
13 Similar guidance is also under development in Queensland by the Department of Transport and Main Roads. 
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n Figure 3.8: Kerbside bicycle lanes in Melbourne 
(a) Swanston Street North 

 

 

 

(b) Albert Street (East Melbourne) 

 

 

 
 

Shared line markings 

Shared line markings and shared lane arrows (‘sharrows’) are pavement markings designed 
to reinforce the shared nature of a roadway, and encourage (and legitimise) cyclists to 
‘claim the lane’.  We use this term in this section to incorporate all types of pavement 
treatments which encourage cyclists to take a position in the traffic lane offset from the 
dooring zone, but that are not exclusive bicycle lanes. 

While infrequently used in Victoria14, Brisbane City Council has widely adopted the use of 
bicycle symbols located either mid-lane (Figure 3.5(a)) or offset to the left where a formal 
bicycle lane cannot be provided (Figure 3.9(b)).  In both of these applications the treatment 
is not a designated bicycle lane, but rather intended to raise motorist awareness of the 
potential presence of cyclists and encourage cyclists to mix with the traffic stream.  There is 
evidence to suggest that the mid-lane treatment can improve driver tolerance of cyclists at 
pinch points (namely, on narrow bridges – see SKM 2011).  Where they are located to the 
left however, as shown in Figure 3.9(b) they tend to place cyclists well within the car 
                                                      
14 Exceptions being the approaches to several roundabouts and as a local road network legibility (wayfinding) aid. 
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dooring zone (although, even in this case there may be some benefit in reminding motorists 
of the potential presence of cyclists).  

n Figure 3.9: Bicycle Awareness Zone (BAZ) markings as used in Queensland 

(a) Mid-lane position  

 

(b) Left of lane position 

 
 

There have been several studies of sharrows in the USA, for which the reported impacts on 
cyclist lateral tracking have been: 

· An evaluation in San Francisco on six road segments reported an increase in 
average lateral distance between parked cars and bicycles of 20 cm from an 
untreated roadway to one treated with the sharrow centreline located 3.3 m from 
the kerb (Alta Planning + Design 2004). 

· A trial in Cambridge (Massachusetts USA) found the proportion of cyclists who rode 
within the dooring zone (defined as 40” or 1 m) in the presence of a motorist in the 
adjacent lane decreased from 58% to 41% in one direction and from 44% to 38% in 
the other direction (FHWA 2010).  They also classified overtaking events by a 
subjective measure of safety, and found a statistically significant increase in the 
proportion of safe overtaking events after the installation (from 94% to 98% of 
events).  The sharrow centreline was located 3 m from the kerb face. 

· Trials on six streets in Los Angeles (LADOT 2011) found a statistically significant 
increase in the average passing distance between motorists and cyclists at five of 
the sites and a decrease in tailgating and other aggressive motorist behaviours.  
The lateral position of cyclists relative to parked vehicles was not measured.  The 
sharrow centreline was located 3.6 m from the kerb face. 

· At three sites in Texas sharrows were found to increase the proportion of cyclists 
riding in the centre of the traffic lane (out of the dooring zone) from 31% to 42% at 
one site, from 44% to 54% at another and from around 20% to 40% at the third site 
(Brady et al 2011). 

The sharrow has been further reinforced with the use of green surface treatments in Long 
Beach (USA), where a section of roadway was converted in 2009 to have a sharrow 
marking in the kerbside lane reinforced by a 1.2 m green surface treatment running down 
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the middle of the lane (Figure 3.10(b)).  The Council reported a reduction of cyclists riding in 
the door zone by 7%15. 

n Figure 3.10: Sharrows 

(a) Typical sharrow marking (USA) 

 

(b) Sharrow and green surface treatment in mixed 
traffic lane (Long Beach, photo: B. Weisman, la-
bike.org) 

 
  
Parking discipline 

Where lane widths are constrained the greatest operating space for cyclists can be 
obtained by ensuring vehicles parked along the kerb park as close to the kerb as physically 
possible.  There is some evidence to suggest that marking overly generous parking bay 
widths will encourage parking farther away from the kerb, so reducing the effective 
clearance to cyclists.  For example, Furth et al (2010) found in a study of parking bays from 
1.8 m to 2.7 m that the 95th percentile offset from the kerb increased by 0.44 m per metre of 
additional bay width.  In other words, 44% of any additional parking bay width provided 
above (say) 1.9 m will be absorbed by vehicles parking farther from the kerb (so reducing 
the effective clearance).  It is also plausible that the presence of obstacles on the footpath 
behind the kerb will influence parking position if the driver seeks to park sufficiently far out 
to allow passenger-side entry and exit clear of obstructions.  In most Melbourne 
municipalities there is a requirement for traders to keep street furniture 0.6 m clear behind 
the kerb to meet this need. 

Warning signs 

The areas with the highest frequency of car dooring related crashes tend also to have a 
multitude of signs, particularly parking restriction signs.  Irregular visitors to the area who 
drive may make use of these signs while in their vehicle to understand the parking 

                                                      
15 http://content.usatoday.com/communities/driveon/post/2009/11/620000799/1 
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restrictions.  This scanning may provide the opportunity to incorporate an additional warning 
panel to warn motorists of the presence of bicycle riders.  How effective such a measure 
would be is unknown, and would need be balanced against the already significant visual 
clutter present on streets such as Brunswick Street and Chapel Street.  However, the costs 
of doing so would be minimal. 

3.3.2 Non-infrastructure measures 
In this section we discuss a selection of marketing campaigns that have been initiated to 
encourage more awareness of car dooring, and behavioural changes to reduce the risks.   

Road safety campaigns in general 

Mass media campaigns for road safety on their own in road safety have little effect 
according to a meta-analysis16 undertaken by Elvik et al (2009) who found that mass media 
with enforcement, or individualised campaigns, were most effective (Table 3.2). 

n Table 3.2: Effectiveness of road safety campaigns on road crashes (Elvik et al 2009) 

 Best estimate 95% confidence interval 

General effect -9% (-13 to -5) 

Mass media alone +1% (-9 to +12) 

Mass media + enforcement -13% (-19 to -6) 

Mass media + enforcement + education -14% (-22 to -5) 

Local individualised campaigns -39% (-56 to -17) 

 

The consensus in the literature is that campaigns which involve personal communication 
and immediacy to the action being addressed are most effective (e.g. Phillips et al 2009).  
While the evidence on the effectiveness of enforcement alone is somewhat limited, it is 
noted that enforcement does have both of these characteristics of personal communication 
and immediacy (at least in cases where the perpetrator is intercepted immediately) – and 
the meta-analysis reported above suggests it can be effective in combination with other 
measures. 

Most cycling safety campaigns consist of relatively low cost marketing activities that consist 
of the presentation of information (such as relevant road rules, penalties and suggested 
behaviours).  The literature on road safety campaigns, and behaviour change more 
generally, is strongly suggestive that such measures have little impact.  Rather, a more 
emotive (but often more difficult and costly) approach is required to actively engage with 
individuals in order to shift behaviours (Delaney et al 2004).  Furthermore, it is suggested 
that: 

· Fear appeals can be effective17, 

                                                      
16 A meta-analysis is a method of pooling the results of multiple, independent studies in order to estimate the 
overall effect.  In essence, they represent a way of obtaining a ‘typical’ outcome for a strategy based on published 
research. 
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· The message must be realistic and credible with the intended audience, 

· Ancillary public relations (e.g. media coverage) can be more effective than 
enforcement (although together the effect can be significant). 

Much effort is expended in cycling safety campaigns to provide advice to cyclists and 
drivers on how to share the road; such methods rely upon a rational assessment by the 
target audience.  The use of rational appeals in road safety is ineffective.  Hoekstra and 
Wegman (2011) note that the rationale too often appears to be based on the flawed 
assumption that humans are rational creatures that will respond sensibly and moderate or 
adjust their behaviours when presented with facts (e.g. that 20% of cyclists in inner 
Melbourne are injured by opening car doors) and a suggested response (e.g. lead with the 
left hand).  They argue, as does the overwhelming majority of the road safety literature, that 
such methods are ineffective. 

Driver and cyclist training 

There is reference to the risk car doors impose to other road users in Victorian driver 
education materials, and to the legal requirement of motor vehicle occupants to ensure their 
door does not present a hazard.  Much of the material is repeated across the learner driver 
manual (“Road to Solo Driving”) and general driver reference (“Driving in Victoria: Rights 
and Responsibilities”).  The manuals provide tips to look before opening doors (Figure 
3.11)18.  Specific references include (using page references from the Road to Solo Driving): 

Before you open your car door, use your mirrors and do a headcheck to look for 
cyclists and motorcyclists passing your car. (p137) 

A person must not cause a hazard to any person or vehicle by opening a door of a 
vehicle, leaving a door of a vehicle open, or exiting a vehicle. (p146) 

When you park beside the road look out for cyclists before opening your car door. 
Look out for cyclists before you drive out of your parking space. (p148) 

n Figure 3.11: References to car dooring in VicRoads publications 
(a) Driving in Victoria: Rules and Responsibilities (VicRoads 2011) (b) Road to Driving Solo (VicRoads 2009) 

                                                                                                                                                     
17 Although Wundersitz, Hutchinson and Woolley (2010) note that for threat appeals to work they must describe a 
credible threat, suggest a specific plan that is seen as credible and effective. 
18 This happens also to be among the advice given to Australian travellers to Denmark by the Australian 
Government: http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/Denmark.  
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Similarly, the NSW road users’ handbook has a section on sharing the road with bicycle 
riders, but states: 

Check in your rear view and side mirrors to avoid opening your car door into the path of 
bicycle riders.  This can be dangerous and the person exiting a car could be at fault if an 
action occurs. 

(RMS, p56, 2012) 

We have highlighted the word “could; given the NSW road rules on this matter are identical 
to Victoria it is not clear why the attribution of fault appears different in NSW. 

The Victorian driver’s theory test does not include questions on the responsibilities of 
drivers with regard to car doors.  However, in some other states the following question is 
included in the bank of questions: 

Does Ashley have any responsibilities when opening her vehicle door on a 
roadway? 

· Yes, she must not open a door or leave the door open if she is likely to 
cause a hazard to any road user 

· No, any following traffic must stop if her car door interferes with its progress 

· No, there is no regulation to cover this situation. 

The VicRoads Drive Test manual (VicRoads 2010) sets out the criteria for evaluating the 
practical component of the driver’s test.  The lateral position criterion requires that drivers 
maintain a distance of “at least 1.2 metres from parked vehicles whenever possible” (p16).  
While it is not explicit that this applies to non-motorists if it were to do so this advice would 
be consistent with a lateral position that would avoid most open car doors. 

Information for cyclists on the risk of dooring is provided in a number of documents and 
promotional materials, including on TravelSmart maps (Figure 3.12).  Information for 
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cyclists is also provided online by Bicycle Network Victoria (which advises cyclists to ride 
outside the door zone)19. 

n Figure 3.12: Car dooring information on TravelSmart maps 

  

 

 

In Europe there appears to be greater emphasis given to car dooring hazards.  For 
example, in Germany driver education is provided by driver education schools and often 
supported by the national automobile club (ADAC).  The latter circulate a series of 
pamphlets and manuals for drivers, one of which includes material warning of the risk of car 
dooring crashes with cyclists (Figure 3.13). 

                                                      
19 http://www.bicyclenetwork.com.au/general/bikes-and-riding/10435/.  Interestingly, this site advises riders that a 
car door is about 1.5 m wide. 
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n Figure 3.13: Driver information warning of car dooring risks by German automobile club (ADAC 
2010, p18) 

 

Careless door opening 

Annoyance: With a careful look in the mirror a 
motorist suddenly opens the car door without 
checking their mirror.  Following road users only 
avoid a serious accident with difficulty. 

Why do motorists do this? In most cases 
thoughtlessness is the cause.  Few people do 
such a thing intentionally. 

Solution: Before opening a door check to the 
rear carefully for approaching traffic (including 
pedestrians and cyclists!).  Be careful not to 
present a hazard. 

Tip: 
Please think as both a driver and a passenger, 
because other traffic do not know your 
intentions!  Cyclists on the road or on bike paths 
are at particular risk, and are sometimes 
seriously injured in these accidents.  What do 
you do if traffic is passing too closely and 
provides no space to get out? Then you can try 
opening the door inch by inch so that other road 
users are not surprised by the opening door. 

 

Similar warnings are provided to both cyclists and motorists by the German cycling club 
(ADFC), which warn both groups about the risks of car dooring crashes for kerbside bicycle 
lanes (Figure 3.14), where they recommend that “The passenger door opened suddenly 
can be a major hazard.  Shoulder check and open the door with your left hand to avoid 
accidents”20. 

                                                      
20 http://www.adfc-nrw.de/kreisverbaende/kv-rhein-erft/wissenswertes-und-interessantes/14-tipps-im-
strassenverkehr.html 
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n Figure 3.14: Illustration used by the German cycling club (ADFC) to warn cyclists and motorists of 
the most common risks on urban roads 

 

While the German road rules clearly stipulate that motor vehicle occupants are responsible 
for ensuring the door does not present a hazard to other road users, there have been cases 
where motor vehicle insurers have argued for contributory negligence by arguing the cyclist 
did not maintain a safe distance from the motor vehicle.  German case law has established 
that a distance of around 90 cm is required to avoid the risk of the cyclist being held partly 
culpable21.  Furthermore, the balance of responsibility shifts further towards the cyclist 
where the door has been opened for a longer period prior to the collision. 

In the Netherlands all school age children in the equivalent of years 7 and 8 are required to 
undertake a road safety exam (“verkeersexamen”).  This exam has both theoretical and 
practical components.  The practice material includes at least one situation where cyclists 
are confronted with a potential car dooring situation (Figure 3.15). 

                                                      
21 http://www.nationaler-radverkehrsplan.de/neuigkeiten/news.php?id=2614 
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n Figure 3.15: Road safety education practice materials for Verkeersexamen (taken by children in 
Years 7 and 8) (http://examen.vvn.nl/) 

 

The training described above corresponds to situations before an individual obtains their 
licence.  There appears to be little active training for drivers once they have successfully 
obtained their licence in these countries, aside for ad hoc information campaigns when 
rules change or in association with road safety campaigns.  One attempt at ongoing training 
of cyclists was trialled in Brazil (Bacchieri 2010).  In that trial a longitudinal intervention 
among bicycle commuters was undertaken where cyclists were contacted by telephone and 
records of crashes and “near misses” were recorded.  From the second month of the study 
respondents were invited to a meeting where a presentation on cyclist safety, safety kit and 
basic bicycle safety check undertaken.  No evidence on the efficacy of this intervention 
could be determined, in part because nearly half (45%) of respondents did not attend the 
intervention and because of external factors which may have greater impact on safety 
outcomes. 

There is a wider literature on the effectiveness of bicycle skills training.  A UK review of the 
evidence on children’s skills training suggested a positive benefit based on proxy measures 
such as knowledge and awareness (ROSPA, 2001).  Conversely, there is Victorian 
evidence (Carlin et al 1998) to suggest worse safety outcomes from children subject to 
training, an American review to suggest little impact on child cyclist injuries (HIPRC, 2002) 
and a study in London which similarly found no relationship between cycle skills training 
and safety outcomes for school aged children (Colwell and Culverwell 2002).  Overall, the 
literature would seem to suggest that training plays a small role in safety outcomes relative 
to wider infrastructure and legislative changes (such as lower speed limits). 

 

The children are cycling by the car.  Three children 
talk about the picture.  Who is right? 

The car is stationary.  The kids have 
got in.  Nobody is coming so it’s fine 
to ride. 

The car door is open.  The 
children should observe 
whether the driver sees them 
and ride carefully. 

No need to pay attention.  
The children can ride on. 
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Understanding of the rules 

There is limited evidence on community understanding of the road rules generally, and 
those relating to cyclists in particular.  A recent review of understanding of the road rules for 
the National Transport Commission AMR (2011) found from focus group and telephone 
survey research some misunderstanding among motorists of the rules pertaining to sharing 
roads with cyclists, and specifically with regard to collisions with car doors.  Of 14 areas 
about which motorists were asked to rate their confidence in knowledge of the road rules, 
“cyclists on the road” was given the second lowest rating22.  It is noted that this research 
asked about confidence of knowledge rather than testing respondents’ understanding as 
being correct; it is possible some respondents were highly confident in their knowledge but 
had a false understanding. 

3.3.3 Promotional materials 
There are many examples of promotional materials that warn of the risk of car dooring to 
both cyclists and motorists.  In many cases these warnings form part of wider road safety 
campaigns or “share the road”-type campaigns with an emphasis on cyclist and motorist 
interactions.  Examples from Australia include the recent VicRoads “Road User or Abuser” 
social media campaign, the “Share the road – look out for cyclists” campaign by VicRoads 
and Bicycle Victoria from 200423 and share the road campaigns from Queensland and 
South Australia (Figure 3.16). 

                                                      
22 20% of respondents indicated they were less confident or unsure about rules pertaining to cyclists on the road, 
compared with 3% for mobile phone usage and 11% for rules regarding local road speed limits, U-turns and 
parking.  Only rules relating to rights of way when traffic lights are not working had a higher proportion of less 
confident respondents (24%). 
23 http://www.bicyclenetwork.com.au/general/bikes-and-riding/10577/ 
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n Figure 3.16: Australian “share the road” campaigns 

(a) Victoria 

 

 

(b) Queensland 

  

  (c) South Australia 
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These Australian campaigns lacked the immediacy and personal communication 
recommended by the road safety literature (Section 3.3.2).  An approach adopted in 
Chicago attempts to redress at least the personal aspect.  The City of Chicago Bicycle 
Ambassadors24 program in a public education campaign consisting of a group of individuals 
employed by the City who visit public events and schools to promote cycling in general and 
safe cycling in particular.  Their remit covers all road users through share the road 
campaigns, and in 2010 had directly reached around 60,000 people (City of Chicago 2010).  
Among the pamphlets distributed by the ambassadors is one on tips for motorists, which 
contains advice for motorists to look for cyclists when opening a car door (Figure 3.17). 

n Figure 3.17: Car dooring advice in Chicago pamphlet for motorists 

 

 

The Dutch cycling union (Fietsersbond) have a share the road campaign (Vriendelijk 
Verkeer, or ‘Friendly Transport’) that includes material on car dooring (Figure 3.18 and 
http://youtu.be/emdyuCG7mPg).  This campaign does however appear to lack the 
immediacy and personal communication aspects of a high quality road safety campaign. 

                                                      
24 www.bicyclingambassadors.org.  
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n Figure 3.18: Dutch awareness campaign: Are you in? Always look in the mirror first. Do so safety. 
Join in! (Fietsersbond Vriendelijk Verkeer campaign: http://www.vriendelijkverkeer.nl/) 

 

 

Similar programs are widespread overseas; another example being a “coexistence” 
campaign San Francisco transport agency and bicycle advocacy group in 2001 (Figure 
3.19).  Radio advertisements, bus advertising and billboard advertising were used as part of 
the campaign. 
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n Figure 3.19: Car dooring awareness campaign from San Francisco (sfbike.org) 
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n Figure 3.20: Toronto Door Prize! Education campaign 
(http://www.toronto.ca/cycling/safety/watchforbikes/index.htm) 

 

Rear vision mirrors 

One fairly commonplace action is to provide stickers for rear vision mirrors warning 
motorists to check for cyclists.  In almost all cases these stickers are not compulsory, and 
are distributed either with drivers licence, vehicle registration or parking permit renewals.  
Toronto’s taxis have been required to have three ‘watch for bikes’ stickers attached to their 
taxis since 2003 (Figure 3.21).  The stickers are required to be attached to the driver’s rear 
vision mirror, right rear and left rear window.  The mandatory requirement followed a 
voluntary scheme initiated in 1998 which had low take-up levels25.  The City has also been 
actively promoting rear vision stickers for cars, and more generally publicising the risk car 

                                                      
25 http://www.toronto.ca/cycling/safety/watchforbikes/taxi.htm 
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doors pose to cyclists (Figure 3.20).  The 2005 campaign distributed around 150,000 
stickers26. 

n Figure 3.21: Toronto 'Watch for Bikes' sticker attached to taxis 
(http://www.toronto.ca/taxitraining/bicycle.htm) 

 

 

Aside from the example of Toronto’s taxis, there appear be no cases where the stickers use 
has been mandated, so take-up has most likely been low (as a proportion of the vehicle 
fleet).  It is also plausible that only those most aware of the issue are likely to make the 
effort to acquire the stickers, which will reduce their impact (although, where directed at 
passengers they will still reach a wider audience).  A further issue is that these stickers will 
tend to marginally reduce the usable area of the mirror, and possibly distract the driver from 
the primary task of scanning for obstructions (although we are not aware of any evidence of 
this issue).  Irrespective of these potential downsides, such an approach can generate 
positive publicity (in itself a good outcome) and have low costs. 

                                                      
26 How many found their way onto rear vision mirrors is unknown. 
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n Figure 3.22: Warning sticker attached to inside of passenger window on New York taxi (photo: 
Lovely Bicycle!/Flickr) 

 

Another option for rear vision mirrors would be to reduce the blind spot through the use of 
adhesive blind spot mirrors (Figure 3.23).  These may be effective in situations where the 
driver does look in the mirror before exiting but the cyclist is already within the blind spot to 
the rear. 

n Figure 3.23: Blind spot mirrors 

  
 

3.3.4 Professional drivers 
Professional drivers such as truck drivers, couriers and taxi drivers drive much farther than 
the average private motorist, and couriers and taxis in particular will open their door many 
times in a typical day.  Furthermore, these groups will often have formalised road safety 
training and education programs provided by large employers and professional associations 
(such as the Australasian Fleet Management Association).  Mitchell et al (2012) developed 
a fleet safety management auditing tool for light vehicle fleets in NSW, which may establish 
a process against which car dooring risks can be incorporated into fleet safety procedures. 
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4 Intervention design 
The crash data analysis and literature review has identified a number of useful starting 
points for the design of the intervention, namely: 

· Car dooring crashes are concentrated in inner Melbourne, and 47% of all severity 
crashes involving cyclists colliding with car doors occur on just ten streets. 

· Road safety campaigns are ineffective when they consist only of mass marketing.  
A targeted approach is warranted that involves personal communication and 
emotional appeal.  It can be supported by enforcement and infrastructure measures 
for greater effect. 

Our view is that the following issues need be borne in mind during the development of any 
intervention: 

· Avoid “blame the victim” 

o The law is clear that the motor vehicle occupant is wholly responsible for 
ensuring their door does not present a hazard.   

o Vehicle occupants present and have control over the hazard (namely, the 
car door). 

o Cyclists can clearly contribute to reducing the risks (through avoiding the 
dooring zone and being as visible as practicable). 

o An approach which primarily addresses those who present and control the 
problem of opening doors without paying due care (i.e. motorists) and a 
secondary campaign that acts to reduce the risks through modification of 
cyclist behaviours is likely to be more effective.   

o Among motorists behaviours will vary; there will be those who never look 
and those who fail to do so only when distracted. 

· Preaching to the converted 

o In most of road safety only a very small proportion of road users represent 
a disproportionate risk. These are also generally hard to reach groups. 

o This is not the case with car dooring as participation is universal among 
motorists; all motorists open their car doors (as opposed to only a 
proportion drink and drive, or travel well above the speed limit). 

o Nonetheless, we would reasonably expect that a proportion of the 
population are more aware of the risks, and of their responsibilities, than 
others – and that they respond accordingly by showing due care (most of 
the time). 

o Any self-selection survey or engagement will disproportionately attract 
those most likely to already be engaged with the issue.  This will reduce the 
effectiveness of the campaign. 
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o While any survey or intercept activity will have a degree of self-selection (as 
a respondent can always refuse to participate), this should be avoided as 
much as possible. 

· Structure behaviour change campaigns around “who”, “what” and “how” 

o Behaviour change campaigns are most effective when a targeted group is 
subject to the intervention (“who”), rather than where resources are spread 
thinly among a much wider group (e.g. all cyclists rather than ‘new’ cyclists, 
or all drivers rather than couriers or regular drivers to an area of interest). 

o The intervention design (“what”) should consider the motivations and 
barriers of the target group(s), and work to leverage off the positive 
motivations and overcome the barriers.  Motivating the individual through 
self-interest (“what’s in it for me?”) is likely to be more effective than 
altruistic appeals. 

o The method (“how”) will need to explore the motivations and barriers and 
tailor the intervention accordingly.  Focus groups and intercept surveys are 
good exploratory methods to identify these issues. 

There is a risk that any intervention will in itself achieve little; particularly those that are 
developed at very low cost.  However, the benefits of such an intervention may not lie in the 
safety outcomes per se but rather the ancillary publicity and momentum that may be 
generated to encourage more extensive interventions. 

4.1 Options identification 
There are a wide range of intervention options which may be considered, some of which will 
be more practical than others.  In listing these options in Table 4.1 we identify what we see 
as their most significant advantages and disadvantages.   

n Table 4.1: Options summary 

Option Advantages Disadvantages 

Infrastructure   

Kerbside bicycle lanes · Almost entirely eliminates car 
dooring risks 

· High level of subjective 
(perceived) safety, particularly 
for inexperienced riders 

· Can be expensive (depending on 
design) 

· Requires more width than a 
conventional bicycle lane 

· Presents additional risks of conflict 
at intersections and driveways 

Shared lane markings 
(“sharrows”) 

· Encourages riders to rider 
farther from parking 

· Do not require additional lateral 
roadspace 

· Do not provide the perceived safety 
benefits of dedicated bicycle lanes 

· Unclear messaging, that may 
conflict with other uses of bicycle 
symbols and general principle that 
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Option Advantages Disadvantages 

bicycles share (almost) all roads. 

Conventional on-road bicycle 
lanes 

· In some circumstances, and 
where the bicycle lane is wide 
enough, encourages cyclists to 
rider farther from parked cars 

· Improves perceptions of safety 
for cyclists 

· Helps overall road safety by 
encouraging consistent motorist 
lateral tracking 

· Often insufficient lateral roadspace 
available 

· Where too narrow can exacerbate 
car dooring risks by encouraging 
riders to ride to the left of the lane, 
and delegitimising riders in the 
traffic lane 

Painted buffers and markings 
between parking and bicycle 
lanes 

· Encourages cyclists to ride away 
from the dooring zone 

· Often insufficient lateral roadspace 
available 

· May prefer a wider bicycle lane 
overall, or to use a buffer alongside 
the traffic lane instead 

Coloured surface treatment to 
reinforce conventional bicycle 
lane 

· Retains conventional bicycle 
lane 

· Improves perceptions of cyclist 
safety 

· May reduce side swipe crashes 
as well as car dooring 

· Unknown effectiveness 

· Cost and maintenance 

Encourage alternative door 
designs (sliding, rear hinging) 

· Reduces the risk of collision 
(sliding doors) and the severity 
(rear hinging doors) 

· Inertia from car manufacturers and 
community towards the almost-
universal forward hinging door 

· Lifecycle of vehicle fleet means a 
change would take a number of 
years to have any meaningful 
impact 

Parking removal and turnover 
reduction 

· Eliminates or directly reduces 
exposure 

· May offer ancillary benefits if 
the parking is used for other 
purposes (e.g. widened 
footpath) 

· Likely objections from retailers and 
community 

· Turnover reduction through longer 
period parking will decrease parking 
availability (and increase 
occupancy) 

On-board vehicle sensors to warn 
or restrict door opening in the 
presence of a hazard 

· Can support or supplant human 
interaction, reducing the risk of 
human error 

· Not fault tolerant – if they fail to 
detect a cyclist the door will open 

· Potential for high false positive rate, 
reducing user acceptance 
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Option Advantages Disadvantages 

· Risk compensation effects – vehicle 
occupants may reduce their manual 
scanning and become reliant on the 
device 

· Would take considerable time to 
adopt across the vehicle fleet 
(assuming it were incorporated only 
into new vehicles) 

‘Watch for Cyclist’ signs on 
parking restriction signs 

· Likely to form part of the visual 
scan of infrequent (driving) 
visitors to the area 

· Low cost 

· For many motorists (particularly 
regular visitors) the signs are likely 
to disappear among visual clutter 

· Unknown effectiveness 

Enforcement   

Encourage police to enforce 
existing law 

· Low cost · The rule may not be well 
understood, so enforcement of a 
poorly understood law may be 
ineffective (at the population level). 

Increase the penalties for dooring 
offences 

· May act as a deterrent, or at 
least raise awareness at low cost 

· Unknown effectiveness, particularly 
if (as above) understanding of the 
rule is poor. 

Highly visible police “crackdown” · High media attention · Unknown effectiveness 

Behaviour change campaigns   

Mirror warning stickers · Low cost 

 

· Uncertain effectiveness 

· Preaching to the converted; 
voluntary use will mean only those 
most engaged will use them 
(although in combination with 
bumper stickers may receive wider 
circulation). 

Blind spot mirrors · Improves conspicuity of cyclists 
in blind spot 

· Not useful if motorist does not look 
at mirror 

· A cyclist moving at 20 km/h will 
travel a car length in just over a 
second, so the blind spot will only 
be a limitation if the motorist looks 
at the mirror immediately before 
opening the door. 

Stickers or messages in taxi, · Meets the goal of immediacy · Engagement of logistics firms and 
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Option Advantages Disadvantages 

couriers and similar vehicles · Low cost taxi operators 

· Effectiveness unknown 

On-street motorist and cyclist 
intercept survey 

· Meets the immediacy and 
intimacy criteria of a good road 
safety campaign 

· Dooring incidents are 
concentrated in a few locations, 
so can be geographically 
targeted. 

· Largely avoids any self selection 
bias (preaching to the 
converted). 

· Will be difficult to intercept enough 
individuals to have a population-
level impact. 

· Churn at any one site will mean that 
some/many drivers/cyclists visit 
only occasionally, so will need have 
multiple waves to materially 
influence outcomes at any one site. 

 

Mass media campaigns   

Mass media campaign · Targets whole population · High cost 

· Lacks immediacy and intimacy 

· Road safety evidence would suggest 
a prolonged campaign would be 
required, and would in any case 
only be effective alongside other 
measures. 

Social media campaign · Low cost 

· Allows for user engagement 

· Can tailor messages as dialog 
develops 

· Can be readily combined with 
other approaches to extend the 
reach of campaigns. 

· Preaching to the converted; those 
unaware of the issues unlikely to 
take part. 

· Lacks the immediacy benefit of 
campaigns which address actions as 
and when they occur. 

Driver training   

Targeted education/awareness 
campaign towards high risk 
groups (e.g. taxi drivers, couriers) 

· Lower cost than a campaign 
targeting the whole population. 

· Professional drivers will have 
much higher exposure than 
other drivers. 

· No one driver or cyclist group 
stands out from the crash analysis 
as having high crash involvement. 

· Churn of professional drivers means 
intervention would need occur 
regularly to be effective. 

· Not easy groups to recruit. 

Incorporate car dooring into 
professional driver training (truck 
drivers, couriers, taxi drivers) 

· Most large logistics firms will 
already have formal driver 

· Engagement of logistics firms 

· Effectiveness unknown 
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Option Advantages Disadvantages 

training activities 

· Low cost 

· These groups will present a 
disproportionate risk compared 
to private drivers 

Workplaces with vehicle fleets 
used by staff 

· Readily targeted group 

· Most larger firms will already 
have OH&S staff training and 
fleet car procedures 

· Engagement of businesses 

· Effectiveness unknown 

 

4.2 Intervention design 
Given the options identified in the previous section and the financial constraints limiting the 
scale and type of intervention which can be performed the following approach was trialled 
as part of this project: 

· Face-to-face personal interviewing on streets in locations of highest car dooring 
prevalence (St Kilda Road, Chapel Street and Brunswick Street) 

· Four interviewers were located at each site; two interviewed bicycle riders and the 
other two interviewed pedestrians. 

· The interviewers sought to interview all pedestrians and bicycle riders who passed 
the fixed interview point. 

· Respondents were screened by the interviewer to ensure they were 18 or older (i.e. 
eligible for a drivers licence).  Only one member of groups was interviewed27. 

· The survey was conducted using iPad tablet computers, which offered the benefit of 
immediate digital recording of the data, validation checks, survey routing and tend 
to engage the interest of respondents more so than paper-based surveys. 

The survey script is provided as Appendix B.  The following comments are made about this 
script: 

· The survey was introduced as a survey about “Transport use along X Street” 
commissioned by the relevant Council, rather than about cycling or car dooring (as 
this may bias responses). 

· Respondents were asked a number of questions about their transport to and from 
the site in order to establish a context for travel to the area.   

· Counts of pedestrians and cyclists during the interview period were obtained using 
video recording in order to provide an estimate of the sampling fractions (that is, the 
proportion of the population of interest which were subject to the interview). 

                                                      
27 Best practice sampling methods would require individuals to be selected at random to avoid interviewer bias (it is 
commonplace for interviewers to “avoid” pedestrians who may not “look” amenable to interview).  Most often this is 
done by attempting to interview every Xth pedestrian.  In groups, a random individual should be selected.  In 
practice, the level of rejection is likely to be large enough to introduce bias in any case, such that any additional 
interviewer bias will be minor. 
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· Only those that had arrived by car (as a driver) or on bicycle were retained for the 
remainder of the interview. 

· Car drivers were asked: 

o where they parked (on- or off-road), 

o whether they had looked for cyclists before opening their door, and if so 
how they had done so (side mirror, looked over their shoulder, opened car 
with left hand etc.), 

o their understanding of the relevant road rules (i.e. do they know they must 
not open their door ahead of other road users?), 

o how significant an issue they perceive this to be, and what (if anything) they 
think should be done about it, 

o any incidents they had experienced in the past 12 months while opening a 
door and interacting with a cyclist. 

· Cyclists were asked: 

o how concerned they are about the car dooring risk, 

o whether they had been ‘doored’ any time in the past 12 months, 

o what measures (if any) they take to reduce the risk (riding farther from 
doors, riding slower etc.) 

· The respondent provided their age band and the interviewer recorded gender. 

· The survey was conducted using iPad tablet computers, which offer the 
convenience of immediate digital recording of the data, validation checks, survey 
routing and tend to be viewed positively by respondents.  Furthermore, they offer 
the opportunity to rapidly geocode trip origins using GIS tools on the devices. 

4.3 Evaluation 
Any road safety intervention will have as its ultimate objective the reduction of injury burden 
from road trauma.  However, measuring any change – and attributing this change to the 
intervention (rather than some other external factor) is exceptionally difficult.   

In the absence of a large scale intervention that reaches the population, or even a 
significant portion of the population, of drivers and cyclists we are unlikely to be able to 
observe meaningful changes in car dooring injuries that could be attributed to the 
intervention28.  In any case, there are other limiting factors on our ability to use this as a 
measure of effectiveness: 

· Typically a number of years of before- and after- crash data will be required, often 
three to five years (depending on the change in crash frequency anticipated) 

· External factors will influence the results, so a rigorous evaluation would require 
one or more control sites to be used as a comparator (although such an approach 
does not completely eliminate the influence of external factors). 

                                                      
28 The exception here is infrastructure measures, which will automatically affect all road users.  For these 
treatments one would expect to be able to observe any changes in dooring incidence. 
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· While a reduction in crash frequency and/or severity will be the goal, it is possible 
there will be an increase in frequency but a reduction in risk if cycling numbers 
continue to grow at a rate greater than any growth in crashes.  Ideally, exposure 
measures would be obtained in order to evaluate the risk as well as frequency.  
These exposure measures would include cycling trips as a minimum, and ideally 
measures on car parking turnover as well. 

Given these difficulties, it is commonplace in road safety evaluation to use proxy measures 
to evaluate interventions.  These measures may include observed or reported changes in 
behaviours (such as ‘leading with the left’).  There are two ways in which these behaviours 
can be observed: either through direct observation (such as on the roadside or through in-
vehicle observation29) or from self-reporting by respondents.  Direct observation is unlikely 
to be practical for observing individual behaviours after an interview, as we have no easy 
means of identifying whom we have interviewed on a street when they (say) return to their 
car.  Furthermore, observations from outside the vehicle of head checking movements by 
drivers will be very difficult to observe. 

Ideally, we would expect respondents to report their real behaviours.  In practice, this is 
unlikely to be the case – as there is a strong social desirability bias towards reporting what 
is perceived as the socially acceptable response.  In the case of car dooring, there will 
probably be a particularly strong bias of drivers reporting they look for cyclists even if they 
do not.  Furthermore, as the subject of the intervention will be obvious (by design) to the 
respondent there will be a tendency to report changes in behaviours consistent with the 
intent of the intervention.  In other words, there will be a response bias where the 
respondent will tend to wish to please the interviewer by indicating they have changed their 
behaviour in a positive way.  Both of these effects will tend to overstate (a) the base level of 
positive behaviours, and (b) the positive change in behaviours after the intervention. 

A third option for evaluation is to evaluate the comprehension of the survey instrument 
itself, rather than any behavioural or safety impacts.  This comprehension cannot be 
measured quantitatively in the survey, but can be assessed qualitatively by the interviewers 
(although this is subject to interviewer bias).  To reduce such bias there are quantitative 
measures which have been occasionally used (Presser et al 2004): 

· response latency: the time taken between finishing a question and the respondent 
starting to answer, which is widely regarded as an indication of comprehension (see 
for example Schaeffer and Maynard 2006), 

· fillers: the use of words like “umm, uhh, er, hmm” at the start of an answer 

· completion time: either for individual questions or the survey as a whole (typically 
outliers will be removed to checked) 

· respondent re-contact: the respondent is contacted at some later point to ask for 
their understanding and/or evaluation of the survey. 

· muttering. 

                                                      
29 In-vehicle observation of behaviours has become increasingly popular, and is often referred to in the literature as 
naturalistic driving studies.   
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However, these methods are complex and time intensive to undertake, and require an 
audio recording of the interview.  Instead, a simpler approach has been adopted in this pilot 
of (a) asking interviewers immediately after the interview to rate the interview on 
understanding, interest and empathy and (b) after all pilot fieldwork was complete asking 
interviewers for unstructured feedback on the effectiveness of the survey. 
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5 Intervention results 
5.1 Summary 
Three locations were subject to the intervention: 

· Brunswick Street travelling north to the south of Johnston Street (Tuesday 29 May 
from 1 to 3 pm for pedestrians and 3.30 to 5.30 pm for cyclists) 

· St Kilda Road travelling south to the immediate south of Princes Bridge 
(Wednesday 30 May from 3.30 pm to 5.30 pm) 

· Chapel Street travelling south at the intersection of Malvern Road (Thursday 31 
May from 3.30 to 5.30 pm). 

A total of 219 interviews were completed across the three sites, of which 92 were bicycle 
riders and a further 29 were car drivers.  These cyclists and drivers were subject to the car 
dooring component of the survey (Table 5.1).  Counts of pedestrians and cyclists travelling 
past the survey point were obtained from video recordings; these counts indicated that 
around 15% of cyclists and 7.4% of pedestrians were interviewed. 

n Table 5.1: Interview completion statistics 

 SITE  

 Brunswick St St Kilda Rd Chapel St Total 

ALL RESPONDENTS 

Interviewed 76 72 71 219 

Refusal 66 36 62 164 

Not interviewed 691 608 654 1,953 

Total in-scope respondents 833 716 787 2,336 

Sampling proportion 9.1% 10.1% 9.0% 9.4% 

BICYCLE RIDERS 

Interviewed 35 38 19 92 

Not interviewed / refusal 194 274 57 525 

Total in-scope respondents 229 312 76 617 

Sampling proportion 15.3% 12.2% 25.0% 14.9% 

NON-BICYCLE RIDERS 

Interviewed 41 34 52 127 

Refusal 66 36 62 164 

Not interviewed 497 334 597 1,428 

Total in-scope respondents 604 404 711 1,719 

Sampling proportion 6.8% 8.4% 7.3% 7.4% 
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The median interview length was exactly 5 minutes, with those presented with the dooring 
intervention (car drivers and cyclists) having longer interview times (around 6 minutes) 
compared to those who were presented only with the travel section (3 minutes). 

Those who had arrived in the area by car varied from 9% on St Kilda Road to 27% at 
Brunswick Street and 29% at Chapel Street.  The median (crow fly) distance travelled to the 
interview point was 3.7 km to Brunswick Street, 2.7 km to St Kilda Road and 4.1 km to 
Chapel Street (neglecting cyclists who were travelling through the area without stopping).  
The distribution of trip origins and destinations by site is presented in Appendix C.   

5.2 Quantitative results 
The sample sizes were small at each site, so for most statistics presented in this section the 
three sites are combined.  In practice, we would expect to see significant variation between 
the sites, and particularly between St Kilda Road and the other two sites (Brunswick Street 
and Chapel Street) due to the different function of these streets. 

Of the 29 car drivers interviewed across the three sites: 

· 8 (28%) had parked on a side street, 8 (28%) had parked on the main road 
(Brunswick St, St Kilda Rd or Chapel St) and the remainder (45%) had parked off-
street either in a council or private car park. 

· 3 (10%) had experienced a near miss while opening a door in the vicinity of a 
bicycle rider over the previous year 

· There is a high level of self-reported awareness; 25 (86%) drivers indicated they 
were very aware of the likely presence of bicycle riders on the street where the 
survey was conducted. 

· Of this sample of 25 drivers the most commonly cited methods of looking for 
cyclists were: 

o Looking in the side mirror (15, 60%) 

o Turning and looking over the shoulder (10, 40%) 

o Looking in the rear mirror (9, 36%) 

Only one respondent indicated they opened their door with their left hand. 

· 20 drivers (69%) correctly indicated they had legal responsibility in the event of a 
rider colliding with their open door; only 2 (7%) thought the bicycle rider is entirely 
responsible.  The remainder thought there is a joint legal responsibility (4, 14%) or 
did not know (1, 4%). 

· Most drivers (23, 79%) did not know the maximum penalty that can apply, and only 
one respondent correctly indicated that the maximum penalty is three penalty units 
($366 at the time of the survey). 

· The majority of respondents who did not know the penalty indicated they felt the 
level was about right (16, 55%) when it was described to them.  Four respondents 
(14%) felt it was too high and six (21%) felt it was too low.  Anecdotally, many 
reported that they felt the penalty should relate to the severity of any injuries that 
occur. 
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Of the 92 cyclists interviewed across the three sites: 

· 21 (20%) indicated they had collided with a car door at least once in the preceding 
year and a further 58 (61%) had had to swerve to avoid an opening door.  Only 18 
riders (19%) had not experienced any dooring related incident in the past year. 

· Of the 79 riders who had experienced at least one incident 69 (87%) had 
encountered an opening driver side door; a smaller proportion (16, 20%) had an 
incident with a passenger side door. 

· Just over half of riders (50, 53%) indicated they ride farther out from cars to reduce 
the likelihood of conflict, with other common precautions including looking for 
occupants in the car (35, 37%), reducing speed (20, 21%) and generally remaining 
alert to hazards (13, 14%).  Looking for brake lights (10, 11%), using a bell or 
shouting (4, 4%) and avoiding roads in preference to shared paths (7, 7%) were 
also mentioned. 

· Most riders (78, 85%) indicated they tried to ride at least one metre away from 
parked cars.  However, 14 (15%) nominated a distance of less than one metre. 

· A marginally higher proportion of cyclists (73, 77%) than motorists (69%) correctly 
indicated that motor vehicle occupants were responsible for ensuring their open 
door does not present a hazard.  A further eight cyclists (8%) thought legal 
responsibility lay with both parties, four (4%) thought it was the riders responsibility 
and three (3%) thought responsibility would depend on the circumstances. 

· While understanding of legal responsibility was high, only 12 riders (13%) correctly 
identified three penalty units ($366) as the maximum penalty.  Most (48, 51%) did 
not know the fine.  Of the remainder, 28 (29%) thought it was a lower penalty and 4 
(4%) thought it was a higher penalty. 

· Just over half (49, 53%) of riders felt the maximum penalty was too low, while 39 
(42%) felt it was about right and 5 (5%) felt it was too high. 

5.3 Qualitative results 
Interviewers provided feedback after the fieldwork was complete on their perceptions 
towards the intervention.  This feedback is summarised in Table 5.2. 

n Table 5.2: Summary of qualitative interviewer feedback 

Survey design 

· Wording and understanding of the survey was generally regarded as good 

· The most complicated section was in identifying trip origin and destination to the nearest 
intersection, and the definition of a trip (e.g. for someone who lives in St Kilda, works in the 
CBD and has come to Brunswick Street at lunchtime from work is their origin the CBD or St 
Kilda?). 

· The amount spent did not apply to cyclists who were passing through the area, and for some 
other respondents did not seem consistent with the transport nature of the survey. 
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· Additional clarity around the access mode is required, particularly for motorists who may be 
walking to or from their car and so may state they have walked to the interview point rather 
than drove. 

· Improved definition of main mode is required, either using a specified modal hierarchy or 
defined by longest distance/time. 

· Survey length was reasonable. 

· Estimating the empathy from respondents towards the issue was difficult for interviewers to 
assess, in part because of a lack of questions on this topic. 

Survey implementation 

· Tablet computer format worked well for interviewers and respondents.  Respondents were 
engaged and curious in the use of these devices, which helped develop a rapport. 

· Interest and responsiveness of cyclists was generally very high (as is usually the case with this 
group). 

· Pedestrians were generally willing to take part; indeed, interviewers were universally surprised 
at the level of responsiveness from pedestrians. 

Effectiveness 

· Opinions varied amongst interviewers, which appeared to in part relate to their preconceptions 
of the activity and subject matter.  

· The consensus among interviewers was that the survey was not detrimental, may have had 
some positive impact on drivers who were unaware of the hazard but are not “anti-cyclist” but 
probably did not influence the behaviour of those who are “anti-cyclist”.  The level of 
awareness among riders of the issue appeared to be high. 

· Driver empathy varied and was difficult to judge; there seemed to be a view among some 
drivers that dooring crashes were inevitable (so mitigating actions would be ineffective) and a 
view among a minority of drivers that attributed responsibility with riders (hence distancing 
themselves from responsibility). 

Areas for improvement 

· Use of incentives and tokens of appreciation that may serve as reinforcement and as a prompt 
for the messages. 

· The achievement rate (i.e. number of completed interviews per interviewer hour) was limited 
given the relatively low proportion of drivers among the pedestrian sample. 

· Consider relaxing screening criteria for the door knock component of the survey such that 
respondents who may have driven or ridden recently could be interviewed (which, in turn, will 
increase the achievement rate). 

· Associated with the above, it may be practicable to ask respondents how they usually get to 
the area, rather than what they did on this occasion (or, alternatively, whether they had used 
car or bicycle over a period such as a week or month). 

· Consider a short video showing a dooring interaction and ask respondents for their views on 
what each party could, or could not, have done to avoid the crash. 
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· Need to consider more carefully the messaging to increase the likelihood respondents will alter 
their behaviours appropriately. 

· Might be useful both as data collection and as a means to engage in dialogue to ask 
respondents whether they had read in the media about car dooring, and their understanding of 
that reporting (and their reaction to it). 

 

5.4 Evaluation 
The survey evaluation consisted of two activities: 

· interviewer ratings of respondent understanding, interest and empathy recorded 
immediately after each interview completion, and 

· an unstructured debrief after all fieldwork was completed. 

Of the 121 completed Door Knock interviews there was a high level of respondent 
understanding of the survey (as reported by the interviewers).  In 89% of cases the 
interviewer recorded either a good or very good level of understanding.  This level of 
understanding did not vary markedly between the sites or modes (drivers and cyclists).   

The levels of interest in the subject and empathy towards victims did tend to vary somewhat 
between groups (but not, generally, across sites).  As shown in Figure 5.1 just over half 
(53%) of cyclists were very interested as opposed to 35% of drivers.  However, this 
difference is not statistically significant (p=0.094). 

n Figure 5.1: Interviewer rating of respondent interest in car dooring 

 

The proportion of cyclists who appeared to have empathy with dooring victims (65%0 was 
greater than drivers (42%); the difference was statistically significant at the 5% level 
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(p=0.045).  This increased empathy among riders is not surprising given the high level of 
self-reported dooring incidents over the previous year. 

n Figure 5.2: Interviewer rating of respondent empathy with car dooring victims 

 

5.5 Discussion 
It is difficult to judge the overall effectiveness of the pilot intervention campaign given the 
relatively small scale and, more importantly, difficulty in identifying unbiased and objective 
measures of success.  However, the following points would appear to be most significant: 

Scalability 

· The total number of driver and cyclist interviews (121) represents a small proportion 
of drivers and cyclists using these sites during the interview period (less than 25% 
of cyclists and probably 10% of drivers), an even smaller proportion of these groups 
who use the sites per day and a tiny proportion of those who use the sites during a 
year.  While this is not unexpected given the survey was only a pilot, there are 
questions to be raised about the scalability of the intervention.  In other words, to 
interact with a much higher number of users (say 1,000 or 10,000) would the 
interviewer time required be cost effective? 

· An alternative mechanism to reach a scale that is more likely to have positive 
impacts on road safety would be to generate momentum where those subject to the 
intervention become ‘ambassadors’ of the message, which spreads to others 
through social diffusion.  How this could be achieved is not entirely clear, although 
the use of social media offers opportunities not previously available for the rapid 
dissemination of such messages. 

Effectiveness 

· The survey appeared to be well received by interviewers and respondents alike as 
clear and of adequate duration.  Furthermore, understanding and empathy with the 
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issue of car dooring was perceived as being high by interviewers (particularly for 
cyclists). 

· Greater emphasis in the survey design on the behaviour change and 
communication elements would be warranted. 

· However, the mechanism by which drivers would respond effectively to the 
message is unclear.  To our mind the campaign is dependent on at least three 
criteria being met: 

o Drivers identify a direct vested interest in the subject; while there can be 
little doubt the vast majority of drivers do not intend harm upon bicycle 
riders there is relatively little direct interest to the driver other than this 
compassion for others. 

o Drivers remember the messages and alter their behaviour accordingly to an 
activity (opening a car door) which is habitual and conducted almost 
completely subconsciously. 

o Drivers develop a modified set of habitual behaviours that have little to no 
“moments of inattentiveness”; in other words, that the likelihood of 
forgetting to look even within the constraints of busy day-to-day lifestyles is 
sufficiently low so as not to reduce the effectiveness of the campaign. 

In summary, the survey method of interviewing pedestrians and cyclists on the street 
appeared to work from a functional perspective.  Whether it could be scaled, and could be 
effective at reducing dooring injuries is unknown.  Engagement and awareness from cyclists 
appears high, so it would appear reasonable to expect a greater likelihood of successful 
intervention with this group than with drivers, for whom these conditions are unlikely to 
exist. 

5.6 Recommendations 
Should the survey method proceed to a larger scale fieldwork phase the following is 
recommended: 

· Data gathering: 

o Improve understanding of who is parking on the streets with the highest 
prevalence of car dooring in order to better target the intervention (see 
below). 

o This information could be obtained from a combination of three activities: 

§ Intercept interviews with drivers leaving or entering their vehicles 
(although this method would be time consuming) 

§ Observational measurements of vehicle type (taxis and couriers for 
example should be readily identifiable from onsite observation or 
video recording).  This method, particularly using video, could also 
provide information on duration of stay (which is probably 
correlated with specific types of parkers). 
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§ Recording vehicle numberplates and parking locations across the 
day, from which duration of stay can be estimated and 
assumptions made about the type of demand each vehicle 
represents (e.g. a vehicle present at 7am and 7pm is most likely a 
resident, while a vehicle present at 10 am and 2 pm but not other 
times is either a commuter, day visitor or trader). 

· Target audience: 

o Explore the potential for a more targeted approach to groups that may be 
over-represented in the crash statistics such as taxis and couriers. 

o The definition of this target audience would depend on any further data 
gathering and on the willingness of these target groups to participate in any 
intervention. 

· Engagement method: 

o Behaviour change specialists should be consulted with regard to refining 
(or redesigning) the intervention in a manner consistent with best practice 
for behaviour change campaigns. 

o Engaging a behaviour change specialist should provide additional insight 
and viewpoints into the success (or otherwise) of interventions such as 
Door Knock. 

· Survey design: 
o Present the Door Knock segment of the interview to any respondent who 

has driven or ridden in the area in the past (say) week, thereby increasing 
the achievement rate. 

o Expand the component of the survey to cover respondents’ awareness of 
reporting of the topic in the media (and their impressions), offer mitigations 
(such as “Lead with the left”) and perhaps use other methods that tablets 
offer (such as short video clips) to improve engagement with respondents. 

o Consider means by which greater leverage could be obtained through 
those interviews that do occur to disseminate the message further. 
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Appendix A: Crash locations 
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n Figure A.1: Location of serious injury car dooring crashes in inner Melbourne 2006 - 2010 
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n Figure A.2: Location of serious injury car dooring crashes in inner Melbourne 2006 - 2010 
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Appendix B: Survey script 
Interviewer note: all pedestrians aged 18+ travelling in all directions are in scope for the 
interview, however interview only one member of any group of pedestrians. 

Introductory: 

1. Hi, my name is <NAME> and I’m doing a quick survey of behalf of the City of Yarra / 
Stonnington.  Do you mind if I ask you a few quick questions about how you travelled 
here today? 

a. Ok – I don’t mind 

b. Refusal – GO TO END 

2. Terrific, thank you.  Firstly, can I ask you what was the main method of transport you 
used to get here today? 

a. Walk 

b. Car – as driver 

c. Car – as passenger 

d. Tram 

e. Train 

f. Bus 

g. Bicycle – currently on bike (roadway intercept) 

h. Bicycle – currently walking (footpath intercept) 

i. Taxi 

j. Motorcycle 

k. Other – please specify: ___________ 

3. Can you tell me in which suburb you started your journey today? 

Where < 5km ask for nearest intersection 

4. What is your main reason for being on <location> today? 

a. Commuting 

b. Work related business (e.g. visit client, conference etc.) 

c. Shopping 

d. Eating a meal at a café or restaurant 

e. Buying takeaway food or drinks 

f. Visiting a bar, pub or nightclub 

g. Personal business (medical, banking, hairdresser etc.) 

h. Meeting friends 

i. Attending school or university 
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j. Entertainment (e.g. movies, theatre, show or museum) 

k. Sightseeing 

l. Just passing through 

m. Other – please describe __________ 

5. Approximately how much do you plan to spend during your visit to <location> today? 
(exclude travel costs) 

6. How often do you typically come to <location>? 

a. Every weekday or more often 

b. 2 – 4 times per week 

c. Once a week 

d. 2 - 4 times a month 

e. Once a month 

f. Less than once a month 

g. Today is the first time 

7. Can you tell me which suburb you are heading to now? 

Where < 5 km ask for nearest intersection 

END IF ARRIVAL MODE <> CAR AS DRIVER OR BICYCLE 

IF CAR AS DRIVER GO TO 7 

IF BICYCLE GO TO 7 

8. Did you park your car on or off-street today? 

a. On-street – on <Brunswick/Chapel> St 

b. On-street – on a side street 

c. Off-street in a public car park (e.g. a council car park, shopping centre car park) 

d. Off-street in a private car park (e.g. business, residence) 

9. Have you had a near miss or collision with a bike rider as you were getting into or out of 
your car anytime in the past year? 

a. Yes – near miss 

b. Yes - collision 

c. No 

10. How aware would you say you are of the presence of bike riders when you open your 
door on streets like <Brunswick/Chapel> Street? 

a. Very aware 

b. Aware 

c. Somewhat aware 
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d. Unaware 

11. IF “somewhat aware, aware or very aware” THEN What do you do to reduce the risk of 
opening your door in the front of a bike rider? (multi-response) 

a. Look in my side mirror 

b. Look in my rear mirror 

c. Turn my head and check over my shoulder 

d. Open the door with my left hand 

e. Open the door slowly 

f. Only open the door as far as I have to 

g. I don’t do anything in particular 

h. Other – please describe:____ 

12. Who do you think has legal responsibility in a collision between a bike rider and an 
open car door? 

a. The car occupant 

b. The bike rider 

c. It depends – please describe: _____ 

13. IF “car occupant” THEN That’s right.  ELSE Car occupants are entirely responsible in 
the road rules to ensure their door does not present a hazard to other road users, 
including bike riders.  Do you know what the maximum penalty is for breaking this road 
rule? 

a. Don’t know 

b. 1 penalty units ($122) 

c. 2 penalty units ($244) 

d. 3 penalty units ($366) 

e. 4 penalty units ($488) 

f. 5 penalty units ($610) 

g. Other – please specify: _____ 

14. IF “don’t know” OR “other” THEN The maximum penalty is currently 3 penalty units, 
which means a fine of $366.  Do you feel this penalty is too high, too low or about right? 

a. Too high 

b. Too low 

c. About right 

GO TO END 

15. In the past year have you had any incidents while riding where you have collided with 
an open car door, or had to swerve to avoid a door? 

a. Have hit a door 
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b. Had to swerve 

c. Neither 

16. IF HIT OR SWERVE Did this happen on the driver side or passenger side of the car? 
(multi-response) 

a. Driver side 

b. Passenger side 

c. Can’t recall 

17. When you are riding your bike on a road like <location> are there any precautions you 
take to avoid being doored? (multi-response) 

a. I ride farther out from parked cars 

b. I look for occupants in the car 

c. I look for brake lights 

d. Nothing 

e. Other – please specify: __________ 

18. How far away from cars do you think you should ride to avoid car doors? 

0.5 – 1.5 m in 0.1 m increments 

19. Who do you think has legal responsibility in a collision between a bike rider and an 
open car door? 

a. The car occupant 

b. The bike rider 

c. It depends – please describe: _____ 

20. IF “car occupant” THEN That’s right.  ELSE Car occupants are entirely responsible in 
the road rules to ensure their door does not present a hazard to other road users, 
including bike riders.  Do you know what the maximum penalty is for breaking this road 
rule? 

a. Don’t know 

b. 1 penalty units ($122) 

c. 2 penalty units ($244) 

d. 3 penalty units ($366) 

e. 4 penalty units ($488) 

f. 5 penalty units ($610) 

g. Other – please specify: _____ 

21. IF “don’t know” OR “other” THEN The maximum penalty is currently 3 penalty units, 
which means a fine of $366.  Do you feel this penalty is too high, too low or about right? 

a. Too high 

b. Too low 
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c. About right 

22. In order to categorise our responses could I ask you which age group you belong to 
(read out)? 

a. Under 18 

b. 18 – 29 

c. 30 – 49 

d. 50+ 

e. Refused 

Thank you for your help. HAND OUT PAMPHLET / TOKEN? 

INTERVIEWER RECORD 

23. Gender: 

a. Male 

b. Female 

24. How would you rate the respondents’ understanding of the survey? 

a. Very poor 

b. Poor 

c. Neutral 

d. Good 

e. Very good 

f. Don’t know 

25. How would you rate the respondents’ empathy towards the dooring issue? 

a. Very poor 

b. Poor 

c. Neutral 

d. Good 

e. Very good 

f. Don’t know 
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Appendix C: Respondent trip origins and destinations 
n Figure 6.1: Brunswick Street trip origins 
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n Figure C.2: Brunswick Street trip destinations 
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n Figure C.3: St Kilda Road trip origins 
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n Figure C.4: St Kilda Road trip destinations 
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n Figure C.5: Chapel Street trip origins 
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n Figure C.6: Chapel Street trip destinations 

 


